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Abstract
Title: Designing Selection Systems to Reduce Turnover
Author: Joshua D. Bush, M.S.
Advisor: Patrick Converse, Ph.D.

This study sought to explore and predict voluntary turnover as a critical dependent variable
in selection systems. I describe how using competency modeling to build measures of
person-organization (P-O) fit may serve as a theoretical launching point for designing
selection assessments to predict voluntary turnover. I tested this theoretical framework by
analyzing an archival selection database of 3,332 current and former employees who went
through a competency model-based selection system, which includes five different
assessment methods all designed to measure P-O fit. I hypothesized that scores on these
assessments would negatively predict turnover risk because research has demonstrated a
strong negative relationship between P-O fit and turnover. Survival analysis demonstrated
that the selection system predicted probability of voluntary turnover (i.e., turnover risk).
Regarding specific assessments, interest inventory scores did not significantly relate to
turnover risk, and structured interview scores demonstrated a significant positive
relationship with turnover risk. The dispositional inventory, biographical inventory, and SJT
scores all demonstrated significant negative relationships with turnover risk as hypothesized.
When combining these assessments, dispositional scores accounted for all the biographical
inventory scores’ relationship with turnover risk, and most of the SJT scores’ relationship.
Therefore, dispositional inventory scores were the strongest predictor. Turnover risk was
reduced by 38% for each standard unit increase in dispositional inventory scores.
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Introduction
In a review of 100 years of turnover research in the Journal of Applied
Psychology, Hom, Lee, Shaw, and Hausknecht (2017) suggested that employers should use
validated selection assessments to screen out potential leavers at the outset. They
acknowledge, however, that applied research linking selection to turnover is severely
limited. One reason for this gap is that selection research tends to concentrate on job
performance. In their study of cognitive ability and turnover, Maltarich, Nyberg, and Reilly
(2010) said it this way: “Much of the selection literature focuses on individual performance
outcomes, but voluntary turnover should also be a key consideration when firm
performance is of interest” (p. 1068). In this paper, I join a growing minority of voices
arguing that selection research should move towards more balance between performance
and turnover as critical outcome variables.
Turnover is a critical factor in business outcomes and organizational strategy and,
in many cases, matters more to decision-makers than job performance (Dess & Shaw,
2001; Kacmar et al., 2006; Schmitt & Ott-Holland, 2012; Zuber, 2001). Like job
performance, turnover is a legally defensible selection validation criterion (EEOC, 1969),
yet unlike many performance-focused selection tools, assessments predicting turnover
rarely demonstrate adverse impact (i.e., differential hiring rates; Van Iddekinge, Roth,
Putka, & Lanivich, 2011). Turnover is an objective variable and, as such, does not face the
issues of subjectivity, bias, and norming that often plague measures of job performance
(Hom et al., 2017). Further, growing research on sustained competitive advantage has
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highlighted the need to retain critical talent to win in the modern business landscape
(Barney, 1991; Ployhart & Weekley, 2010). If organizational psychology does not further
its study of selection and turnover, our field may have little to offer organizations who find
themselves increasingly in need of methods to select loyal critical talent (Ployhart &
Weekley, 2010).
Throughout this paper, I expand upon these arguments and more in an effort to
ignite organizational psychology’s focus on turnover—particularly within selection. Next, I
outline a theoretical and practical investigation of how to build selection systems to predict
turnover. To do this, I discuss competency modeling and how it can provide a foundation
in building assessments that predict person-organization fit, which I predict decreases
likelihood of turnover. Finally, I analyze a multinational organization’s competency
model-based selection system and its effectiveness in predicting turnover. In doing so, I
also examine and compare five common assessment methods in their ability to predict
turnover.
Contributions
This study offers four primary contributions to theory and practice. First, this study
investigates turnover predicted by selection system scores. There are only a few studies
offering theoretical or practical research predicting turnover at the selection stage (e.g.,
Barrick & Zimmerman, 2005, 2009; Van Iddekinge et al., 2011) even though prevailing
scientific thought and changing employment climate urges stronger understanding of
predicting turnover with selection (Chen & Chang, 2010; Dess & Shaw, 2001; Hom et al.,
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2017; Kacmar et al., 2006; Mabon, 1994). This study offers a launching point towards
bringing turnover to the front of selection criteria research. I aim to move theory and
practice forward by providing a theoretical foundation linking selection to personorganization (P-O) fit and turnover, and then examining a holistic attempt at doing so in a
global organization.
The second contribution is the use of competency modeling in theory and in the
study. To my knowledge, no other study has offered a broadly applicable method of
embedding turnover prediction within selection assessments. What few studies exist focus
on specific assessments and their—primarily empirical—link to turnover. To the extent
that evidence supports competency modeling as an effective means of measuring P-O fit in
selection to predict turnover, this study will offer research and practice a firm stepping
stone along a generalizable path to selecting employees who will remain in organizations
long enough to contribute value (Chen & Chang, 2010).
The third contribution of this study is that it evaluates the predictive capability of
specific assessment methods. This study directly investigates the relationships between five
different assessment methods and turnover. Research has investigated some of these
assessments—specifically, biodata (Barrick & Zimmerman, 2005) and interests (Van
Iddenkinge et al., 2011; see also Maltarich et al., 2010). However, to my knowledge,
interviews, dispositional inventories, and situational judgment tests (SJTs) have not been
empirically linked to turnover even though all three have been touted as potential turnover
predictors (Barrick & Zimmerman, 2009; Huffcutt, 2011; Whetzel & McDaniel, 2009).
Further, no studies to my knowledge have tested any of the five assessments as measures
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of P-O fit. This study offers direct evidence towards three potential prediction methods and
confirmatory (or contradictory) evidence towards two other predictors of turnover.
Finally, this study offers a relative exploration of these five assessments. That is,
this is the first study to look at all these assessments in a selection system simultaneously
to tease apart their unique predictive ability regarding turnover. Ideally, this study should
result in an assessment ranking of sorts, which may enable theoretical progress,
considering these are five of the most common selection assessment tools. Also, all five
assessments are based on the same competency model, and measure the same seven
competencies (i.e., P-O fit). This allows for a more informative comparison of the merits of
each methodology because a common competency framework should limit extraneous
variance that might influence results if all methods targeted different competencies.
Towards practical progress, this study provides direct recommendations to organizations
seeking to begin embedding turnover prediction in their selection system. It uses Cox
multiple regression hazard modeling to determine which assessments’ scores account for
the most variance in probability of turnover over time. Organizations may find this useful
in choosing which assessments might provide the most ‘bang for their buck’ in building
selection measures to predict turnover.
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Defining and Operationalizing Turnover
Throughout this discussion, my focus is on voluntary turnover. However, it is
important to note that turnover can involve some ambiguity. For example, one might
interpret turnover after 10 months differently than turnover after 10 years. Thus, an
important variable surrounding turnover is the concept of time or tenure. I define and
operationalize tenure as the amount of time (i.e., months) the individual has been
considered an employee of the organization. In this definition, tenure may be discussed,
measured, and analyzed as a continuous numerical variable. This numerical, continuous
property of tenure plays an important role in turnover, and the analyses I use to study it
(survival analysis) will account for tenure in turnover prediction. Therefore, as this paper
discusses turnover, retention, or tenure, it is important to note that the ultimate analysis will
account for tenure and time.
My concern with turnover and retention in most research is that they are often
operationalized as dichotomous variables within a certain time frame. Typically, an
employee was either retained or turned over (i.e., yes-no operationalization). Studies
investigating retention and turnover are difficult to compare because they may use different
operationalizations, such as turnover within six months or turnover within two years. In
contrast, tenure (and survival analysis) reflects a more accurate picture of turnover and
retention and allows for more nuanced comparisons. In addition to having theoretical
significance, tenure is also important from an applied perspective. In most cases, the longer
the employee remains with the organization, the more likely that employee returned more
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value than he/she cost the organization in recruitment, hiring, and onboarding. There are
likely populations and jobs for which the employee breakeven point (or positive return on
investment) arrives before two years of employment. However, if research only measures
whether employees turned over at some point between zero and two years, the organization
cannot begin to measure whether hiring these individuals resulted in a net gain in value.
In all, I argue that considering tenure within turnover offers a much fuller and
more nuanced understanding of the variables surrounding turnover research. Therefore, I
not only suggest that research reduce overemphasis of performance as criteria, but also
suggest it shift to a continuous or time-conscious view of turnover and retention, as
opposed to dichotomous measurement. Survival analyses (Cox, 1971) are well-suited for
this purpose as they factor in tenure, resulting in a probability of turnover over time as a
dependent variable.
Nonetheless, I consider tenure, turnover, and retention to be conceptually parallel
in reviewing the literature. This is because when an employee turns over, this concludes
their tenure and retention. I describe this relationship because I will discuss research with
theory and measurement focused on all three frames of turnover. When I describe such
research, I will adhere to the terminology that the researchers used unless their study
offered a definition or operationalization conceptually different from conclusion (or
maintenance) of employment with the organization. This paper will primarily use the term
“turnover”, yet occasionally it refers to “tenure” when discussing the element of time in
predicting turnover, and “retention” when discussing the goal of predicting turnover (i.e.,
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retention-oriented selection systems). All three terms are meant to conceptually represent
voluntary turnover.
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Why Is It Important to Use Selection Systems to Predict Turnover?
Turnover Aligns with Organizational Strategy
To explore the importance of turnover to organizations, I will review three
predominant fields of research on organizational strategy and value: return on investment
(ROI), utility analysis (UA), and sustained competitive advantage (SCA).
Return on Investment (ROI) Perspective. The return on investment (ROI)
perspective is predicated upon the idea that an investment is worthwhile if the resource
returns more value than it costs (Fulmer & Ployhart, 2013). A common example is the
purchase of new equipment. When a business considers purchasing a new machine or
upgrading an existing one, traditional business practice would evaluate whether the
machine is expected to produce more value than it costs to build and maintain (i.e., is it
worth it?). In its most simple form, ROI can be calculated as follows: ROI = Return – Cost
(Winkler, Konig, & Kleinmann, 2010). When return and cost are equal, ROI is said to be at
the breakeven point (Fulmer & Ployhart, 2013). Once an investment reaches the breakeven
point, you can assume any additional money returned on the investment will create a
positive ROI (i.e., profit, assuming no further costs are incurred; Fulmer & Ployhart, 2013).
I explain the fundamentals of ROI because it is a useful and simple frame through
which one can view the value of a selection system. Selection systems cost money to
implement and maintain. To create a sound selection system, one must conduct job
analyses, create or purchase selection assessments, and host and administrate the selection
assessments. All these costs can be considered investment into the eventual employees
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hired via the selection system. The return on this investment is a function of value
contributed to the organization by the hired employees. The ROI perspective suggests that
the employees produced from the investment must return more value to the organization
than it cost to hire them (Fulmer & Ployhart, 2013). More specifically, a selection system
must hire employees that add more value than the value cost of selecting them. In a way,
this premise is at the root of why most selection systems (and associated research) are built
around predicting performance. Researchers and practitioners assume that a selection
system built to predict performance will more likely produce positive ROI (Winkler et al.,
2010).
However, there is one major difference between how ROI is applied to business
and how it is applied to selection. That difference is the acknowledgment of the role of
time in calculating ROI (Fulmer & Ployhart, 2013). Although perhaps ROI fundamentally
can be viewed as return minus cost, business theory clearly understands one cannot ignore
time as a critical variable in this calculation (Winkler et al., 2010). For example, suppose a
manufacturing purchasing agent was deciding which of two machines to purchase. Both
machines cost $10,000. The first machine produces $1,000 per year. The second produces
$2,000 per year. When viewed this plainly, it the second machine seems the obvious
choice. After all, you would reach breakeven point after ten years with the first machine, or
you could reach it in five years with the second and start netting a profit sooner. However,
in actual practice it is rarely this simple. Before choosing a machine, our purchasing agent
would need to know the amount of time each machine is expected to produce returns. What
if the agent discovered that the second, $2,000-producing machine is expected to produce
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for only four years and then another must be purchased? What if the agent compared this to
the first, $1,000-producing machine, which will produce for twenty years before another
must be purchased? Which machine is then the “correct” choice in terms of ROI? By
straight calculation (i.e., overlooking time value of money), investing in the first machine
will produce an ROI of $10,000 after twenty years. Investing in the second machine will
produce an ROI of -$2000 every four years, or -$10,000 every twenty years. The
introduction of time to the equation results in a notably different calculation, conclusion,
and probably a different decision. Through this lens, one may alter the ROI equation to
look like this: ROI = Return x Time – Cost (Fulmer & Ployhart, 2013).
Although this example is oversimplified, it highlights a key flaw in focusing
selection systems exclusively on performance. By our current understanding and usage of
selection systems, when comparing two applicants, selection experts will almost always
choose the applicant predicted to produce a higher level of performance (i.e., machine #2).
However, the same illustration can be made for employees—would you rather select an
employee likely to be five-rated or four-rated? What if the five-rated employee would
remain with the company for one year while the four-rated employee would remain for five
years? Which would you hire?
Now, also consider employee learning curves and the costs of onboarding and
training new employees. The average employee must overcome the learning curve of their
new role before they can begin to contribute full value to the organization (the more
complex the role, the longer this will take; Ployhart & Weekley, 2010). Additionally, new
employees are often onboarded and trained which typically costs money and requires time
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from existing employees (Zuber, 2001). One study by the Society of Human Resource
Management estimated the average cost per hire to be $4,129, and this does not include
their salary/compensation paid to the employee during that time (SHRM, 2016). Put
together, research and practice suggests most new hires take time to begin returning more
value to the organization than it costs to get them within it (i.e., breakeven point; Schmitt
& Ott-Holland, 2012). This would suggest our hypothetical five-rated new hire may not
have hit the ROI breakeven point by the year mark at which point this new hire leaves.
However, the four-star new hire is more likely to have contributed a net positive ROI by
the time he/she leaves after four years. A selection system built only to hire the shorttenured five-rated new hire will spend more than returns. This could be a rather expensive
organizational dysfunction that results in heavy losses when scaled up to hundreds or
thousands of hires per cycle (Mabon, 1994; Zuber, 2001).
Now, again, I am using a simplified and extreme example to illustrate a point. It is
not inherent that a high performing employee (or machine) will produce for less time than
a lower performing one. However, I believe this understanding makes a clear argument for
the importance of considering tenure and turnover in the value of a selection system. After
all, would it not be preferable, when choosing between two potentially high performing
candidates, to also have a prediction of how long the organization can expect to receive
each candidates’ value? At the least, viewing the selection proposition through an ROI lens
compels a balance in focus between predicting performance and predicting turnover. As
this paper will continue to describe and demonstrate, turnover is a critical criterion in
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selection when one aims to evaluate the value of a selection system to the business
(Mabon, 1994; Schmitt & Ott-Holland, 2012).
Utility Analysis Perspective. The utility analysis (UA) perspective concerns an
exploration of metrics and methods designed to estimate the business value of human
resource interventions, such as selection systems, to facilitate human resource management
(HRM) decision making (Winkler, Konig, & Kleinmann, 2010). At its core, UA is aimed
to lend credibility to HRM decisions, which tend to be considered indirectly connected to
business results at best (i.e.,“soft”; Cascio, 2000). UA aims to strengthen credibility by
providing metrics that integrate easily with the organization’s investment considerations
(Winkler et al., 2010). In a way, UA is typically designed to inform ROI for an HRM
intervention at the business or firm level (Boudreau & Ramstad, 2003). UA often attempts
to provide a forecasted benefit to the business if a given intervention is implemented
(Winkler et al., 2010). These metrics of benefit have come in the form of financial
estimations (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965), multivariate causal chains to financial and
nonfinancial outcomes (Cascio & Boudreau, 2008), and less quantitative, strategic
discussions (Aguinis & Harden, 2004, Macan & Foster, 2004).
Like the larger selection research field, UA focuses on performance as a
foundational variable for determining a selection system’s value to the organization
(Cascio & Boudreau, 2008; Sturman, 2000). From this perspective, it is also critical to
understand the aggregate tenure and turnover of employees through a selection system.
Tenure—as discussed regarding the ROI perspective—is critical in accurately estimating
returned value (Sturman, 2000). Perhaps more notably, system-level tenure determines
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how frequently the selection system’s costs are incurred (Mabon, 1994). That is, the longer
the average length of employee tenure after hire, the longer until the selection system must
be used again (Mabon, 1994). Furthermore, there are job types in which variation in
performance exerts little impact on business results (e.g., assembly lines, fast foods;
Kacmar et al., 2006; Zuber, 2001). Often, predictive differences in performance mean little
to these organizations, yet turnover is a considerable cost because the organization must
recruit, select, and train again as well as manage scheduling gaps, which may even increase
overtime and/or manager compensation expenses (McCulloch, 2003). A selection system
that can predict and consequently reduce turnover may improve buy-in because it links the
system to business imperatives. McCulloch (2003) used a simple economic hiring model
and estimated call center savings of $1,400 per hire if the employee remained at least one
year. In these circumstances, the priority in the ROI equation is increasing time and
limiting costs because employees could not considerably influence returns. As a result,
those involved in hiring for these jobs are likely far more interested in predicting long
tenure than high performance. However, selection research offers very little towards this
end (Kacmar et al., 2006; Zuber, 2001).
Lastly, predicting and measuring turnover may facilitate acceptance of UA.
Difficulty with UA acceptance has become almost as popular a research topic as UA itself
after several studies—most notably White and Latham’s (1997) study on manager
reactions—demonstrated traditional UA is generally not well accepted by HRM decisionmakers (Latham & White, 1994; Carson, Becker, & Henderson, 1997). Considering the
purpose of UA is to facilitate HRM decision-making, UA research quickly shifted from
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estimation methods to methods that facilitate UA acceptance and credibility (Winkler et al.,
2010).
One issue with typical UA models is they attempt to estimate the value of
unknown futures based on loose assumptions (Winkler et al., 2010). This is because the
models are based on performance, which is inherently an unknown—not only because
statistical models are estimates but also because the actual business value of an employee’s
performance is typically theoretical and indirect (Winkler et al., 2010). In addition, these
models typically assume the individual will perform (i.e., contribute value) in perpetuity
(i.e., forever), which is inherently inaccurate and contributes to some of the extraordinary
return claims by certain UA equations and methods (Macan & Highhouse, 1994).
Including tenure and turnover in the discussion does not completely avoid this issue, but it
does allow focus on a significantly more tangible estimate: cost (Mabon, 1994). If you
could estimate a selection system’s average employee tenure, then you can estimate how
frequently the organization should expect to incur the cost of that system (Cascio, 2000;
Fulmer & Ployhart, 2013; Hausknecht & Holwerda, 2013).
It is worth noting that organizations can at least roughly estimate the cost of
running a selection cycle. In an over-simplified example, if two selection systems each cost
$100,000 per selection cycle and the first system predicts an average tenure of five years
while the second predicts ten years, then one could say the first system will cost the
organization $100,000 twice as often as the second. Of course, actual systems and
considerations are far more complex than this example, but the point is that turnover and
tenure prediction enables cost estimation. Future returns of the employment proposition are
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where utility models must contend with uncertainty and loose causal value chains (Winkler
et al., 2010). Because an organization typically requires new employees as old ones depart,
tenure provides an estimate on cost frequency. Cost frequency is a more stable, intuitive
estimate that may facilitate UA acceptance (Mabon, 1994).
Such an argument may look like this: “Because this selection system predicts longer term
employees, we expect talent cost to go down by [$X] per year on average. This is because
a selection cycle costs the firm [$Y], and we expect to repeat the selection cycle [Z] times
less often. We recommend this selection system to reduce cost—not to mention the less
calculable competitive advantages of selecting more loyal employees.”
Sustained Competitive Advantage Perspective. The sustained competitive
advantage (SCA) perspective suggests that emphasizing and mitigating turnover facilitates
SCA for three reasons. First, theorists claim one mechanism towards SCA is developing
resources (i.e., employees) with firm-specific value, which make resources more valuable
to the company yet less valuable to competitors (Barney, 1991; Ployhart & Weekley,
2010). To develop firm-specific skills, employees must stay within the organization for
extended periods of time (Hitt, Bierman, Shimizu, & Kochhar, 2001). Therefore, a low
performing employee who remains in the organization long-term would contribute more to
SCA than a high-performing employee with a short tenure (Cascio & Aguinis, 2008, Chen
& Chang, 2010; DeNisi et al., 2003)
Second, another SCA mechanism is to embed resources in larger, complex
structures, which makes it difficult for competition to understand and imitate. HR may
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apply this to embedding employees in larger, complex social structures (Ployhart &
Moliterno, 2011). However, developing social structures and connections that are greater
than the sum of their parts requires time. Employees must remain to develop strong team
processes (Ployhart & Moliterno, 2011; Shaw, Gupta, & Delery, 2005). Further, research
shows even one employee turnover can disrupt entire systems, so that the system results in
less than the sum of its parts (Hauskenecht & Holwerda, 2013; Hitt et al., 2001; Sacco &
Schmitt, 2005; Shaw, Gupta, & Delery, 2005).
In conclusion, ROI, UA, and SCA perspectives all imply a strong link between
tenure/turnover and organizational strategy. Indeed, turnover has been linked to objective
and subjective performance at the organizational and team level (Dess & Shaw, 2001;
Kacmar et al., 2006; Kim & Ployhart, 2014; Nyberg, 2010; Sagie, Birati, & Tziner, 2002).
As a result, enhancing prediction of turnover is a critical imperative for organizational
research to facilitate practice and for practice to facilitate buy-in and organizational
outcomes (Cascio & Aguinis, 2008).
Retention-Oriented Selection Systems Reduce Exposure to Likely Leavers
Research and theory contends a focus on turnover can be a focus on business
priorities and outcomes. Now, this is surely not a shocking contention. Research has
investigated turnover and retention since organizational psychology began studying
employee behavior. However, despite a strong research exploration towards preventing
turnover, very little research has focused on predicting it. The research that has focused on
predicting turnover proved insightful (e.g., Barrick & Zimmerman, 2009; Van Iddekinge et
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al., 2011). Of course, the most valuable insight might be that predicting turnover in
selection systems is, in fact, possible. To connect the dots, if organizations find turnover a
valuable metric to minimize, and if turnover can be predicted as early as the selection stage
of employment, then it stands to reason that expanding our investigation of turnover with
selection is a promising avenue of study.
Additionally, it is important to begin the process of predicting turnover at the
selection stage because candidates may have characteristics that predispose them to
turnover no matter how they are managed within the organization. This is largely the
contention of the “attrition” component of Schneider’s (1987) attraction-selection-attrition
(ASA) Model—if an individual’s characteristics do not align with the job and social
environment of the organization, they are more likely to turnover. Targeting turnover as a
selection outcome variable enables us to screen out these individuals and avoid their
associated costs (Ployhart & Weekley, 2010).
Turnover Focus Reduces Exposure to Adverse Impact
I emphasized turnover’s selection value by focusing on variables that are linked to
it. One can also emphasize the value of turnover by focusing on variables that are not
linked to it. Specifically, a shift towards turnover as a priority dependent variable in
selection will likely mitigate the risk of adverse impact. Adverse impact refers to
employment practices that have a discriminatory effect on protected groups, such as
females or racial/ethnic minorities. For example, many selection assessments, particularly
those measuring cognitive ability, demonstrate statistically significant pass rates between
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African American and Caucasian candidates. However, non-cognitive assessments tend not
to demonstrate adverse impact. Indeed, Barrick and Zimmerman (2005) studied selection
tests and demonstrated the measures predicting turnover (e.g., biodata, personality) showed
significantly less adverse impact than traditional, performance-oriented measures.
A large portion of the diversity-validity literature has demonstrated the biggest
adverse impact threats in selection are cognitively loaded measures. Organizations use
cognitive measures because of their consistently strong link to performance. As a result,
many selection systems show at least some degree of adverse impact. Researchers have
offered some remedies to reducing adverse impact, such as giving more weight to
dispositional inventories and other non-cognitive measures (Ryan & Ployhart, 2014). The
primary issue researchers discuss in the diversity-validity debate is that when an
organization reduces the weight of cognitive measures, they also reduce the validity
coefficient between the measure and performance (Nolan et al., 2016).
Viewing turnover as an outcome of interest in selection may help reduce adverse
impact while maintaining a higher level of validity. As I will detail in subsequent sections,
certain non-cognitive measures may be ideally suited to predict turnover because they may
relate to P-O fit when designed to. Naturally, a selection system’s correlation with job
performance will be reduced as weight shifts towards non-cognitive measures designed to
predict turnover. However, as discussed previously, this tradeoff would be more than
acceptable for many businesses who prioritize or equally value retention when compared to
performance (Zuber, 2001). Rather than sacrificing validity for diversity or vice-versa, a
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retention-oriented selection system could deliver both diversity and validity (Arthur et al.,
2006; Powell, 1998).
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Theoretical Development: How Do We Use Selection Systems to Predict
Turnover?
The previous discussion aimed to provide reasons organizational research should
focus on predicting tenure with selection. The remaining discussion aims to provide a
theoretical and practical means of doing so. I argue that person-organization (P-O) fit (i.e.,
the congruence between the organization and individual’s values, interests, beliefs, and
needs; Kristof, 1996) may serve as a promising theoretical mechanism through which
selection can predict an applicant’s likeliness to stay with the organization. This is because
P-O fit, put simply, refers to the degree of overlap between the individual’s characteristics
and those characteristics predominant within the organization, and people generally prefer
to stay in environments within which their characteristics are reflected and supported
(Bretz & Judge, 1994).
I also argue that competency modeling may be a promising approach to embedding
P-O fit within selection systems. That is, I suggest if an organization derives its
competency model from an analysis of incumbent employees—including job-relevant
knowledge, skills, abilities, and other personal characteristics (KSAOs)—it will effectively
have job-relevant fit criteria upon which to build a selection system. This selection system
will then inherently measure P-O fit as higher scores will indicate more similarity to the
incumbents in aggregation. Then, theoretically, stronger scores and P-O fit will correlate
with higher likelihood of retention (Schneider, Smith, & Paul, 2001).
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Person-Organization Fit
Person-organization (P-O) fit is at the crux at my proposed theory and selection
strategy. With this study, I explore P-O fit because it is predictable and because
organizational literature strongly supports P-O fit as an antecedent to turnover (e.g.,
Arthur, Bell, Villado, & Doverspike, 2006; Schneider, Smith, & Paul, 2001).
What is P-O Fit?
Kristof (1996) defined P-O fit as “the compatibility between people and
organizations that occurs when: (a) at least one entity provides what the other needs, or (b)
they share similar fundamental characteristics, or (c) both” (p. 4-5). Kristof and subsequent
research refers to need provision compatibility as complementary congruence and shared
characteristic compatibility as supplementary congruence (Kristof, 1996; Verquer, Beehr,
& Wagner, 2003). When I refer to P-O fit, I primarily refer to the category and associations
of supplementary congruence (i.e., shared characteristics).
Nonetheless, the reader may assume when I discuss P-O fit, I refer to the
congruence between the organization and individual’s values, interests, beliefs, and needs
(i.e., supplementary congruence). This definition is more contemporarily predominant and
aligns more accurately with the methods used and proposed in selection contexts (Arthur et
al., 2006; Schneider et al., 2001). However, as I will discuss in subsequent sections, both
perspectives may be drawn on theoretically as one often links to the other (Bretz & Judge,
1994). Kristof (1996) also distinguishes between types of fit. She discusses person-team
(group) fit, person-vocation fit, and person-job fit. Although there are likely many
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promising theoretical avenues for selection and each of these alternative types of fit, this
study focuses only on P-O fit.
P-O fit is central to this study for three reasons. First, a promising field of selection
research has begun to grow around P-O fit specifically (Adams, Elacqua, & Collarelli,
1994; Arthur et al., 2006; Rynes, Brown, & Colbert, 2002). As a result, P-O fit offers the
strongest theoretical foundation for exploring selection mechanisms to turnover. Second,
P-O fit aligns with an organization-level competency modeling approach to building
selection systems. To focus on person-job fit, which is essentially matching an individual’s
attributes with the demands of the job, would offer little in addition to prevalent selection
research. After all, this idea is a near neighbor to validation. Relatedly, people may change
jobs, teams, and managers without turning over because they remain in the same
organization. Therefore, fit between the employee and the organization more theoretically
aligns with the operationalization of turnover. Third, exploring selection at the broad,
organizational level better serves a nascent research field. Studies at higher levels may
provide more insight towards principles and underlying, generalizable mechanisms that
hold across individuals and contexts. As fundamental principles are analyzed and
illuminated, research can begin to dig into deeper, more nuanced theories and approaches,
such as exploring specific retention-oriented selection assessments for particular roles,
teams, and populations.
In all, I contend P-O fit is a strong theoretical foundation for linking selection to
turnover. Specifically, I discuss P-O fit in terms of supplementary congruence (i.e., overlap
of values, beliefs, interests, and needs). Further, I discuss P-O fit, not alternative forms or
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levels of fit. As such, theories and findings I discuss may not apply to alternative
conceptualizations.
How Does P-O Fit Relate to Turnover?
P-O fit was born out of interactional psychology. Essentially, interactional
psychologists contend that behavior is the result of continuous interaction between the
person and the environment (Terborg, 1981). Extending this, employee behavior is the
result of the interaction between the employee and the organization (Schneider, Smith, &
Paul, 2001). Schneider et al. (2001) described P-O fit as a type of interaction between
employee and organization that predicts outcomes.
Schneider’s (1987) ASA theory and its related field of research (e.g., Schneider et
al., 2001) provides perhaps the strongest theoretical foundation explaining and supporting
P-O fit’s influence on employee behavior. Schneider contends that the congruence between
the individual’s values, interests, and beliefs and those of the organization (i.e., P-O fit)
influences three primary outcomes: (1) Which individuals apply to which organizations
(i.e., attraction); (2) which individuals are hired (selection); and (3) which individuals leave
the organization post-hire (attrition). Attrition is most relevant to my discussion. ASA
posits that employees whose values, interests, or beliefs are incongruent with the
organization are more likely to turnover. Put more simply, employees quit (or are
terminated) when they do not fit with the organization.
Largely, research has supported the link between P-O fit and retention (Bretz &
Judge, 1994; Schneider et al., 2001). Arthur, Bell, Villado, and Doverspike (2006)
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conducted a meta-analysis of P-O fit in selection and found a .24 effect size between P-O
fit and objective turnover and a .25 effect size with turnover intentions. That effect grew to
.38 for value-based P-O fit. Such an effect size makes a strong argument for the predictive
value of P-O fit in turnover.
Most researchers place attitudes at the center of the link between P-O fit and
turnover (Arthur et al., 2006; Schneider, 1987). The basic premise is that employees who
feel they do not fit with an organization will become less satisfied with and committed to
their work. Lower satisfaction and commitment makes the employee more likely to leave
(Arthur, Bell, Villado, & Doverspike, 2006). Although measuring job attitudes is outside
the scope of the proposed empirical study, there is a strong base of research demonstrating
the likely role of job attitudes in linking P-O fit and retention. In the following sections, I
will describe the theoretical underpinnings for the links between P-O fit and job attitudes
then the links between job attitudes and retention.
How Does P-O Fit Lead to Job Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment?
Researchers have proffered a number of explanations for how P-O fit influences
work attitudes. The most frequent explanations concern need fulfillment (related to
“complementary congruence”; Schneider, Kristof-Brown, Goldstein, & Smith, 1997) and
rewards and reinforcement (related to “supplementary congruence”; Kristof, 1996; Swann,
1987). I will elaborate on each in turn.
Need Fulfillment and Expectancy Theory. Linking P-O fit to work attitudes
through need fulfillment draws upon the Theory of Work Adjustment and Expectancy
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Theory (Dawis, 1994). Integrating these two theories offers the following line of logic: An
organization with characteristics aligned with the employee’s characteristics (i.e., P-O fit)
is more likely to facilitate the employee’s need fulfillment (Schneider et al., 1997).
Employees with facilitated need fulfillment are more likely to perceive need fulfillment as
attainable and therefore more likely to pursue their needs and feel satisfied with and
committed to the facilitating organization (Bretz & Judge, 1994; Rounds, Dawis, &
Lofquist, 1987). I will elaborate below.
The Theory of Work Adjustment (TWA) posits that job satisfaction and motivation
are optimized when the characteristics and demands of the environment (i.e., organization)
and individual (employee) are congruent and aligned (“Proposition III”, Dawis & Lofquist,
1984). Essentially, congruency is the point at which the most employee requirements are
met by work (Bretz & Judge, 1994). TWA and related research align with the interactionist
perspective. TWA researchers propose individual characteristics and needs determine
behavior. Environmental characteristics facilitate or hinder individual behavior towards
fulfillment of needs (i.e., goals) depending on alignment between the two forces (for
expansion, review need-press associations, Hall & Lindzey, 1970; Murray, 1938). Thus,
TWA implies that congruent fit between individual characteristics and organizational
characteristics maximizes work motivation because congruency ensures the organization
facilitates need fulfillment rather than hindering it (Bretz & Judge, 1994).
This assertion aligns with Expectancy Theory, which suggests that individuals are
more likely to engage in activities perceived more likely to yield valued outcomes (Vroom,
1965; Nadler & Lawler, 1977). To align these theories in the P-O fit context, I draw a
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parallel between needs and goals. Schmidt et al. (2012) defines goals as desired end states,
which can be viewed as a projection of fulfillment of needs (or drives; Pinder, 2008).
Consequently, one can view pursuit of goals (Expectancy Theory) in parallel to pursuit of
need fulfillment (TWA; Bretz & Judge, 1994). Bretz and Judge (1994) as well as Rounds,
Dawis, and Loftquist (1987) integrated these two theories towards the following
contention: If the individual fits with the organization, then his/her needs are more likely to
be facilitated (Dawis & Lofquist, 1984). If needs/goals are more likely to be facilitated by
the organization, then the individual is more likely to perceive his/her needs/goals as
achievable (Dawis, 1994; Nadler & Lawler, 1977). If his/her needs/goals are perceived as
achievable, then Expectancy Theory contends the individual is more likely to pursue (and
attain) fulfillment of his/her needs (Bretz & Judge, 1994; Nadler & Lawler, 1977; Van
Eerde & Thierry, 1996).
Research has demonstrated that the individual pursuing what he/she perceives to
be attainable goals is more likely to feel engaged and committed (Bandura, 1997; Van
Eerde & Thierry, 1996). Perceiving need fulfillment facilitated, rather than hindered, will
likely make the individual feel satisfied (Bretz & Judge, 1994). Finally, fulfilling needs and
achieving goals will also make the individual more likely to feel satisfied with and
committed to the organization that enabled it (Rounds et al., 1987).
In summary, alignment of individual and organizational characteristics (i.e., P-O
fit) facilitates the expectancy and pursuit of need fulfillment. Research has shown better
fitting individuals are more likely to be committed to (Meglino, Ravlin, & Adkins, 1989)
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and satisfied with an organization that facilitates need fulfillment (Bretz & Judge, 1994;
Rounds et al., 1987; Smart, Elton, & McLaughlin, 1986).
Reinforcement and Rewards. One may also support a positive link between P-O
fit and positive work attitudes through behavioral reinforcement. Linking P-O fit to work
attitudes through reinforcement draws upon reward association theories including
behaviorism (Bandura, 1987; Durham & Bartol, 2009), socialization (Salancik & Pfeffer,
1978; Schneider, 1987; Schreiber, 1983), extrinsic and intrinsic reward (Ryan & Deci,
2000), and goal hierarchies (Lord et al., 2010). Integrating these theories offers the
following paths of logic.
Behaviorism. Employees are more satisfied with and committed to organizations
within which they receive regular and meaningful rewards (i.e., reinforcement). Employees
are more likely to receive or perceive regular rewards with an organization with which they
fit. This is because expression of congruent characteristics will likely contribute value to
the organization (Dawis & Lofquist, 1984). As a result, the congruent organization will
formally or informally reward the employee’s expression of characteristics (i.e., interests,
beliefs, and values). Research has thoroughly linked rewards to job satisfaction and
organizational commitment (Schmidt et al., 2012). Individuals seek out, prefer, and remain
in environments where they receive reward (Pinder, 2008), particularly when effort is
congruent with their identities (more on this in subsequent sections; Lord et al., 2010).
Socialization. Further, such expression will likely align with the characteristics of
the employee’s coworkers. The premise of ASA theory is that remaining organizational
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members will be homogeneous (Schneider et al. 1998). As a result, fitting with the
organization may be viewed as fitting with its members (level issues considered;
Schneider, Smith, & Sipe, 2000). Due to bias towards similarity and confirmation, these
coworkers will socially reward and support the employee’s congruent expression of his/her
characteristics (Cable & Parsons, 2001; Newcomb, 1961; Swann, 1987). This will not only
result in more frequent, early reinforcement of characteristics for new hires that fit, but will
also make socialization processes more comfortable and streamlined (Chatman, 1991;
Schreiber, 1983; Swann, Stein-Seroussi, & Geisler, 1992). Socialization is essentially a
process of reducing discrepancy between employee and organizational characteristics
(Ostroff & Kozlowski, 1992). The less discrepancy, or mismatch, the less stress the
employee feels and the more he/she feels supported (Parkington & Schneider, 1979;
Wanous, 1993). In summary, P-O fit facilitates social support and reward as well as
reducing discrepancy and stress (Chao, O’Leary-Kelly, Wolf, Klein, & Gardner, 1994). All
these variables have been thoroughly linked to job satisfaction, organizational
commitment, and retention (e.g., Arthur et al., 2006; Mitchel et al., 2001; Schleicher et al.,
2011).
Intrinsic rewards and goal hierarchy. When interests and values are aligned with
the organization, positive outcomes for the organization can be highly rewarding for the
employee (Bretz & Judge, 1994; Lord et al. 2010; Ryan & Deci, 2000). Motivational
research has proposed hierarchies of goals (Schmidt et al., 2012). In some way or another,
most hierarchies place short-term, task-oriented goals at the bottom (i.e., basic goals) and
abstract, value-oriented goals at the top (i.e., macro/ideal goals; for a recent
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conceptualization, see Lord et al., 2010). The comparison of extrinsic and intrinsic rewards
is a related notion, such that one can conceptualize rewards for effort towards
hierarchically lower goals as more extrinsic (e.g., pay, recognition; Staw, 1976; Durham &
Bartol, 2009), whereas rewards associated with hierarchically higher goals tend to be
perceived as more intrinsic (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
Two aspects of these conceptualizations may link P-O fit to work attitudes. For
one, Lord and colleagues (2010) contend that degree of congruence between the levels of
the goals determines how effective self-regulation and goal striving is, and how rewarding
effort feels. This means that the optimal pursuit of goals occurs when individual effort may
fulfill basic (task steps), intermediate (job and task), and macro level (beliefs, values,
identity) goals (Lord et al., 2010). If the organization and employee values are aligned, it is
more likely that the employee might simultaneously pursue task, job, and value-based
goals. That is, congruent employees may be able to see how their task level work and goals
move them towards their higher level, possibly personal goals (Lord et al., 2010; Ryan &
Deci, 2000). This level of congruence will make effort less taxing and thus more effective
and satisfying (Lord et al., 2010). Relatedly, Self-Perception of Motivation Theory and
Self-Determination Theory contend such tasks are more likely to be perceived as
intrinsically rewarding because they represent aspects of the employee’s identity (Staw,
1976; Ryan & Deci, 2000). These theories posit that employees who perceive their task as
more intrinsically rewarding are more likely to feel autonomy and affiliation, which leads
to stronger feelings of satisfaction and commitment (Ryan & Deci, 2000).
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In summary, strong P-O fit is likely to lead to more positive job satisfaction and
organizational commitment because (a) the organization is more likely to help employees
fulfill their needs and reach their goals and (b) employees are more likely to receive
extrinsic and intrinsic reinforcement through personal, social, and organizational rewards
for expressing their congruent characteristics at work. Research has consistently and
strongly supported the relationship between P-O fit and many work attitudes, including job
satisfaction, commitment, and intention to leave (e.g., Arthur et al., 2006; Gutierrez,
Candela, & Carver, 2012; Schniederman & Sachau, 2000; Verquer, Beehr, & Wagner,
2003).
How Do Job Dissatisfaction and Lack of Commitment Lead to Turnover?
It may be a somewhat intuitive connection to propose that individuals will prefer to
remain with organizations that meet their needs, reinforce expression of their
characteristics, and enhance satisfaction and commitment, and indeed research supports
this connection (e.g., Griffeth, Hom, & Gaertner, 2000; Tett & Meyer, 1993). Nonetheless,
for comprehensive discussion, I will outline this relationship from the negative side:
dissatisfaction, lack of commitment, turnover intentions, and turnover. Ajzen (1985)
provided an early explanation for how work attitudes lead to behavior. The Theory of
Planned Behavior contends that work attitudes influence behavioral intention which in turn
leads to behavior, depending on environmental forces (i.e., social pressure and perceived
control; Ajzen, 1985).
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This theory aligns with Weiss and Cropanzano’s (1996) Affective Events Theory
and Lee and colleagues’ (1999) unfolding model of voluntary turnover. To apply these
frameworks to work attitudes, once employees recognize they are dissatisfied with the
organization or job, this may induce action (Weiss & Corpanzano, 1996). Specifically, this
recognition may cause the employees to consider how they might alleviate dissatisfaction
(Ajzen, 1985). They may consider leaving the organization as a method of doing so (Lee et
al., 1999). In this consideration, certain forces may be relevant, such as their commitment
to and embeddedness in the organization (Lee et al., 1999). If organizational commitment
(i.e., perceived pressure to remain) is low, then the attitudes of dissatisfaction and lack of
commitment may lead to intention to quit (Ajzen, 1985; Solinger et al. 2008).
Psychological research conceptualizes and supports intention as the most proximal
antecedent to behavior (Ajzen, 1985). Although outside factors may play a role in whether
intention to quit becomes turnover (e.g., availability of alternative options, economic
swings, community embeddedness), many studies have demonstrated a strong relationship
between turnover intentions and turnover behavior (Griffeth et al., 2000; Lee et al., 1999;
Li et al., 2016). In summary, theory and research has argued and demonstrated that
negative work attitudes may lead to intentions to quit and consequently turnover (Arthur et
al., 2006; Griffeth et al., 2000; Li et al., 2016).
All in all, organizational research has provided and supported a strong theoretical
foundation between P-O fit and turnover. Largely, research proffers that this occurs
through a chain of attitudes and intentions (Li et al., 2016). In a meta-analysis, Arthur,
Bell, Villado, and Doverspike (2006) found a strong link between P-O fit and turnover in a
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selection context. This link was mediated by job satisfaction, organizational commitment,
and turnover intentions (Arthur et al., 2006). In addition, McCullock and Turban (2007)
used P-O fit measures specifically to increase retention in high turnover jobs.
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How Do We Link Selection to P-O Fit?
Organizational Analysis and Competency Modeling
If P-O fit can predict turnover, then measuring P-O fit is the next step in building a
retention-oriented selection system. Fortunately, researchers have discovered many ways
of predicting P-O fit (Edwards, 2008; Ployhart, Weekley, & Baughman, 2006), but perhaps
the most comprehensive approach to predicting P-O fit is beginning with organizational
characteristic analyses—or competency modeling. With this approach, the organization
does not choose assessments that may predict P-O fit and consequently turnover. Rather,
after a competency model is developed, P-O fit is embedded within all selection
assessments.
Fit-Oriented Organizational Analysis. In 1991, Bowen, Ledford, and Nathan
asserted “In common management parlance, the organization hires new ‘hands’ or new
‘heads’—that is, parts of people” (p. 35). These authors suggested that organizations focus
on hiring applicants based on which knowledge, skills, and abilities the applicant can
contribute to the organization. They contrast this focus to hiring applicants based on a
“whole” person who’s characteristics and strengths will thrive in the specific
organization’s culture. Specifically, these authors argue for a selection focus on P-O fit
(Bowen, Ledford, & Nathan, 1991). Bowen and colleagues outline a model of assessing PO fit in valid selection systems:
1. Analyze the organization for its fundamental characteristics
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2. Create a profile of the type of person aligned with these fundamental
characteristics (social, needs, values, interests, and traits)
3. Design multiple tests (i.e., “Rites of Passage”) that allow the organization (and
applicant) to assess fit, including cognitive and interpersonal tests, interviews,
dispositional inventories, and realistic job previews
Selection research has extended this idea in many directions since 1991, including
competency modeling, different forms of P-O fit, and the diversity-validity dilemma
(Arthur et al., 2006). However, the foundation of Bowen and colleagues’ model as a
methodology for P-O fit selection remains supported. Put simply, their methodology
involves analyzing the organization for the underlying characteristics that facilitate its
functioning, mapping organizational characteristics onto individual characteristics, and
then embedding individual characteristics into multiple selection measures. If done well,
the resulting selection system should inherently measure P-O fit because it assesses the
alignment between organization and applicant characteristics (Bowen et al., 1991).
In many ways, this approach is fundamentally equivalent to traditional selection
development models. However, rather than aligning job characteristics (found through job
analysis) with applicant knowledge, skills, and abilities, this approach aligns the two at the
organizational level (Schippmann et al., 2000). This process is markedly like most
conceptualizations of competency modeling (CM; Morgeson & Dierdorff, 2011).
Competency Modeling (CM). In developing a process for designing a selection
system to predict turnover, I borrow from both Bowen and colleagues’ P-O fit selection
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model as well as from the competency modeling literature. What Bowen’s model has in
specificity towards my purpose, it lacks in further research development. CM, on the other
hand, is not tied directly to P-O fit and selection, but can be applied there and enjoys a vast
amount of research support and analysis (Schippmann et al., 2000). Consequently, I will
elaborate on developing a retention-oriented selection system borrowing the strengths of
both approaches.
Although CM is not purely focused on predicting P-O fit in selection as Bowen et
al.’s model is, CMs core elements are the same: Analyze the underlying characteristics of
the organization and link those to individual characteristics to build a profile of
competencies for an effective organizational member (Sackett et al., 2013). One difference
between Bowen et al.’s model and CM is how the competency model can be developed
and in which systems it can be used. Whereas Bowen’s model was focused on assessing
current organizational, cultural characteristics, CM can be developed through analysis of
leadership values, future oriented needs, top performers versus average performers, and
KSAO clusters in addition to cultural values. Further, whereas Bowen’s model focused
specifically on embedding P-O fit into selection systems, CM does not necessarily promote
P-O fit, nor does it have to inform selection models as it may serve a variety of HR
systems, including onboarding, training, and reward systems (Sackett et al., 2013).
Although the definition of CM has not been consistent since its emergence
(Schippman et al., 2000), the more recent burst of CM research loosely suggests CM
identifies the attributes and behaviors that are present across jobs, reflecting fundamental
organizational values (Sackett et al., 2013). In this, one can distinguish between traditional
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job analysis and CM by the range of jobs to which they apply. Whereas traditional job
analysis specifically focuses on the behaviors and skills required to perform a specific job,
CM focuses on the broader characteristics not required but valued across the organization
(Sackett et al., 2013).
The purpose of a CM approach is to derive a list or structure of competencies that
represent the organization. For example, a technology-oriented firm may identify learning
agility and creativity as valued competencies, whereas a steel manufacturing firm may
identify dependability and grit. These may be generic examples of CM outcomes, yet the
purpose is to demonstrate that competencies are often broad terms that represent what the
organization fundamentally sees as valuable as well as what the organization likely
formally and informally rewards (Sackett et al., 2013). The intent of an organization-wide
CM is to embed the resulting competencies in the organization’s human resource systems,
such as selection. In this, I suggest building a selection system based on a competency
model is highly similar to building a selection system based on P-O fit.
It is important to note again here that organizational literature is not completely
aligned on the definition and use of CM (Schippman et al., 2013). Nonetheless, I
operationalize CM in this way because this view serves a theoretical and practical method
of building P-O fit into selection, which has implications for turnover, and because this
definition and operationalization has considerable support (Sackett et al., 2013).
In all, competency modeling is a method that analyzes the organization,
determining its fundamental, valued characteristics. Next, CM maps organizational
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characteristics onto individual characteristics (i.e., competencies). CM then creates a list or
structure of individual competencies that—in a way—describes an employee whose
attributes and values align with those of the organization (i.e., P-O fit). Just like Bowen and
colleagues’ (1991) method of linking selection assessment scores to P-O fit, these
competencies are then used as the basis for developing selection assessments to measure PO fit.
Linking Selection Assessment Scores to Turnover
The current study investigates such a competency modeling approach used to build
an organization-wide selection system. Supported by research linking organizational
analysis or CM to P-O fit (Bowen et al., 1999; Schippman et al., 2013) and considerable
research linking P-O fit to turnover (Arthur et al., 2006), my fundamental hypothesis is that
a selection system’s scores built upon CM (i.e., organization-wide value framework) will
measure P-O fit and predict turnover. Primarily, I expect this because a CM based on
organizational analysis effectively provides individual criteria for P-O fit. If criteria for fit
are then embedded into assessments, each assessment will, to some extent, measure P-O fit
or the degree to which the employee’s values, beliefs, interests, and needs overlap with the
characteristics of the organization. Then, based on P-O fit-turnover research, I suggest
higher scores on these assessments will predict longer tenure within the organization.
Although the purpose of this study is to offer arguments and methodology for
linking competency model-based selection system scores to turnover because there is
limited research elsewhere, some research has provided initial support. One such example
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is McCulloch and Turban (2007) who used a Q-sort methodology for analyzing and
selecting applicants for P-O fit. Key members of an organization within a high turnover
industry described the organization’s culture. The researchers then used the same method
at the individual level within selection, and used the correlation between the two as a
measure of actual P-O fit. This measure positively related to employee tenure (McCulloch
& Turban, 2007). Further, they found P-O fit added incremental validity beyond job
satisfaction and cognitive ability. Although one might not call their approach as rigorous or
sophisticated as organizational analysis or CM, the fundamentals are similar. They used a
model of the organization’s values to create a fit assessment, and this assessment predicted
turnover within a high turnover industry (McCulloch & Turban, 2007). This finding may
hold importance for practitioners seeking to improve their turnover rates or average length
of service. This approach is core to the design of all selection assessments used in this
study and supports a link between selection assessments, P-O fit, and turnover.
Both Chatman (1991) and O’Reilly et al. (1991) used similar methodologies of
measuring P-O fit in selection—only the individual rated the values he/she would like to
see espoused in the organization. The match between this rating and the analyst’s ratings of
the actual values espoused in the organization predicted turnover intentions (Chatman,
1991; O’Reilly et al., 1991). Moving away from explicitly measuring P-O fit, Chan (1996)
assessed cognitive misfit for 253 engineers. Cognitive misfit refers to the mismatch
between an employee’s problem-solving style and the style of demands in the organization
(Chan, 1996). In this, Chan (1996) used cognitive mismatch to assess individual traits in
comparison to organizational characteristics (i.e., competency modeling). They
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conceptualized the construct as a theoretical facet of P-O fit. Chan found the assessment
was uncorrelated with job performance, but demonstrated significant correlation with
actual turnover after three years. Chan suggested this latter finding indicates the measure
assessed more than just success on the job; it measured congruence between the employee
characteristics and organizational values, which predicted how long employees remained
with the organization (i.e., P-O fit; Chan, 1996).
Similarly, Maltarich, Nyberg, and Reilly (2010) found evidence for a relationship
between cognitive ability and turnover by mapping individual cognitive ability onto
cognitive demands of a job. The study based its hypotheses on a P-O fit foundation, such
that they believed and supported that the more aligned cognitive ability was with
organizational/job cognitive demands (i.e., fit), the more likely the employee would remain
with the organization (Maltarich et al., 2010). Van Iddekinge and colleagues (2011)
conducted a meta-analysis of interest inventories, which focus on the congruence between
the employee’s interests and the characteristics of the organization. They found that
construct-focused interest scales significantly predicted turnover and turnover intentions.
This effect was stronger when values were the matched characteristic (Van Iddekinge et
al., 2011).
I outline these studies because each links employee selection to turnover through a
mechanism based on P-O fit similar to competency modeling. I suggest building a CM
based on the organization’s characteristics and the values it espouses will serve as a
foundation for linking selection assessments to employee turnover. My primary suggested
mechanism for this link is P-O fit, which has been consistently linked to turnover (Arthur
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et al., 2006). In many ways, competency modeling results in criteria for which employee
characteristics would fit within the organization (across jobs; Morgeson & Dierdorff,
2011). Then, selection assessments designed to measure the competencies in the
competency model will consequently measure P-O fit when the competency scores are
combined. Therefore, I suggest a CM-based selection assessment measures P-O fit which
will negatively predict employee turnover.
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Linking Individual Assessments to Turnover
The following sections will explore five specific assessment methodologies:
interest inventories, dispositional inventories, biodata, SJTs, and interviews. All five
measure all competencies in the organization’s CM; therefore, each assessment total score
serves as a measure of the total CM, and thus, a measure of P-O fit. This study examines
each assessment individually because each method theoretically measures a different angle
of P-O fit. For example, biographical inventories are past-facing measures while SJTs are
future-facing. Evaluating each measure may help researchers and practitioners identify
which assessment methods capture angles of P-O fit that most strongly predict turnover.
Put simply, this study evaluates which P-O fit measures in selection can predict turnover.
Interest Inventories
Interest inventories are self-report assessments in which the respondents indicate
their preferences for certain work activities and environments (Harmon, Hansen, Borgen,
& Hammer, 1994). Research suggests interests are relatively stable individual differences
in work preferences that influence behavior (Holland, 1973). Further, research suggests
interests increase motivation to perform preferred activities and motivation to improve
competencies that facilitate those activities (Van Iddekinge et al., 2011). This is the
theoretical basis upon which Van Iddekinge et al. (2011) predicted that interest inventories
would predict performance at work activities that map onto the employee’s interests. In a
meta-analysis, they found interest inventories significantly predicted job performance and
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training performance. Further, the authors found validity estimates were stronger when
interests mapped onto the work performed within the target work and training material.
How do interest inventories connect to P-O fit and turnover? Relating interests
to P-O fit and turnover is nearly inherent in their definitions (Holland, 1973). Holland’s
(1973, 1997) congruence theory represents a foundational element of the P-O fit
framework. Holland argues that employee behavior is a function of congruence between
employee interests and the extent to which the environment reflects those interests. More
specifically, individuals whose interests are congruent with a work environment are more
likely to be satisfied with the environment and more likely to remain within that
environment than those whose interests are incongruent (Edwards, 2008). This connection
has foundations in multiple elements of the link between P-O fit and turnover I described
previously. Interest congruence means the organization is more likely to facilitate—rather
than inhibit—the employee’s needs, resulting in stronger motivation, satisfaction with, and
commitment to the organization and work (Dawis & Lofquist, 1984). Further, borrowing
from Schneider’s (1987) attraction-selection-attrition (ASA) foundation, interest alignment
means the organization and coworkers are more likely to reinforce the employee’s
behavior. Individual expression and behavior leans towards individual preferences, so if
the employee is more likely to express and behave in a way supported by the environment,
then they are more frequently reinforced (Cable & Parsons, 2001). People tend to be more
satisfied with and committed to regular sources of reinforcement (Pinder, 2008). As a
result, an employee whose interests align with the organization will likely remain in that
organization longer than an individual whose interests do not align.
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Previously I discussed Van Iddekinge and colleagues’ (2011) meta-analysis on
interest and performance. These researchers also found a correlation between interest
scales and turnover intentions (-.19) as well as actual turnover (-.15). When the interests
were connected to the job and when using regression weighted composite interest
inventories (as opposed to congruence indices), these correlations rose to the -.20 to -.29
range for turnover. Based on this support and the theoretical underpinnings of need
fulfillment and reinforcement, I suggest an interest inventory designed to measure
applicant alignment with the organization will predict employee turnover.
Hypothesis 1: P-O fit as measured by interest inventory scores will negatively
relate to voluntary turnover risk.
Dispositional Inventories
Much like interest inventories, dispositional inventories are self-assessments in
which the respondents indicate their dispositional attitudes and behavioral tendencies
(Oswald & Hough, 2011). The most common example of this measurement method is
personality inventories, which, like the method used in this study, seek to measure the
degree to which an individual possesses a target underlying characteristic through asking
questions about patterns of behavior, thoughts, or feelings in various contexts (Le et al.,
2011; Stewart, 1999; Tett & Burnett, 2003). Dispositional inventory items describe an
attitude or behavior within a context and the respondents, in one way or another, indicate
how well the description typically characterizes them. In selection, these items ideally
reflect work-related cues and responses (Bing et al., 2004), so that dispositional inventory
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scores indicate the degree to which the candidate possesses competencies that are related to
organizational outcomes (e.g., performance, leadership, fit, turnover; Dudley et al., 2006;
Oswald & Hough, 2011). For example, a dispositional inventory may ask a series of
questions about patterns of behaviors that reflect underlying conscientiousness, such as
“are you typically on time?” and “do you typically organize work tasks to plan out your
time?” These questions aim to measure an individuals’ underlying degree of
conscientiousness which may be useful because conscientiousness facilitates work
performance in most organizations (Dudley et al., 2006). Research has linked many
underlying competencies measured by dispositions to a number of work outcomes,
including task performance (Barrick & Mount, 1991), contextual performance (Dudley et
al., 2006), training performance (Ones et al., 2007), and turnover (Barrick & Zimmerman,
2005).
How do dispositional inventories connect to P-O fit and turnover? Recent
research describes dispositions as a dynamic internal framework that generates roughly
consistent patterns of behavior, thoughts, and feelings (i.e., personality; Oswald & Hough,
2011). These internal patterns interact with the environment to produce attitudes and
behaviors (Oswald & Hough, 2011; Tett & Burnett, 2003).
Schneider, Smith, Taylor, and Fleenor’s (1998) ASA theory and evidence serve as
a salient example of this dynamic. These authors studied over 13,000 managers across 142
organizations and various industries and found manager personality traits, measured by a
dispositional inventory, tended to be more homogeneous within organizations and within
industries. They based their homogeneity hypothesis upon the ASA model which suggests
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the fit between an individual’s self-reported dispositions and the modal characteristics of
the organization determines how likely the individual is to pursue the organization
(attraction), be selected by the organization (selection), and remain in the organization
(attrition; Schneider, 1987).
My focus in this study is the last point: The more congruent the underlying
characteristics of the individual is to the aggregate characteristics of the organizational
members, the more likely that individual will remain within the organization. Largely, this
assumption is based upon the same reasons discussed in the context of interest inventories.
As the individual expresses his/her dispositional characteristics, congruency determines
how likely this expression will be supported (i.e., reinforced) by coworkers and the work
environment. People whose dispositional characteristics and expression are reinforced will
remain. Conversely, employees whose dispositional characteristics do not fit in the
working environment tend to leave or are terminated (O’Reilly, Chatman, & Caldwell,
1991; Schneider et al., 1998).
Research has consistently supported this hypothesis, demonstrating that alignment
between employee characteristics and the organization is a key factor in employees’
likelihood of remaining (Jackson et al., 1991; Schneider et al., 1998). For example, Giffen
(2016) found that congruence between disposition (personality) characteristics and
organization culture significantly predicted P-O fit and turnover intentions. Jung and Yoon
(2013) found employee scores on an organizational service dispositional inventory
positively predicted employee P-O fit in deluxe hotels. (r = .46-.52). P-O fit then
negatively predicted turnover intention in these hotels (r = -.19-.30). This research strongly
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supports my hypothesis that a CM-based dispositional inventory can measure P-O fit in
aggregate, and, consequently, predict turnover.
Hypothesis 2: P-O fit as measured by dispositional inventory scores will
negatively relate to voluntary turnover risk.
Biographical Inventories (Biodata)
Biographical inventories (i.e., biodata) are self-report measures designed to
discover subjective and objective information about previous job-related experiences
(Mumford et al., 2012). Biographical inventories ask the respondent to check or describe
experiences with job-relevant competencies or behaviors. The fundamental premise of
biodata is that it identifies past behavior as a method of predicting future behavior (Barrick
& Zimmerman, 2005). In this, it is like a dispositional inventory in that it measures
patterns of thoughts, attitudes, and behavior. However, unlike dispositional inventories,
biodata is often verifiable (Mumford et al., 2012). Further, biographical inventories tend to
indirectly measure competencies because they ask about specific experiences with
competencies, not about patterns of competency expression. As a result, what you gain in
objectivity over dispositional measures, you may lose in situational variance. For example,
a biographical inventory intending to measure extraversion may ask “When meeting new
people, how difficult is it for you to introduce yourself” or “List any clubs/organizations in
which you volunteered for a leadership or speaking position.” Answers to these questions
may indicate the individual’s level of extraversion, but it is also possible the individual’s
specific life circumstances resulted in expression that is incongruent with their ‘actual’
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level of extraversion. Characteristics are, after all, dynamically expressed or repressed
depending on the cues and controls in the environment (Tett & Burnett, 2003).
How do biographical inventories connect to P-O fit and turnover?
Nonetheless, research has found biographical inventories to be effective predictors of a
number of job outcomes (Barrick & Zimmerman, 2005, 2009; Mumford et al., 2012). In
many ways, biodata adds to the usefulness of dispositional measures because it identifies
whether an individual can express behavior in relation to the environment. Put more
simply, biodata allows you to measure the applicant’s experience and familiarity with
behaviors reflecting the organization’s culture. Therefore, although biographical
inventories may be an indirect measure of characteristics congruent with the organizational
culture, they may be a direct measure of ability to express interests, values, and behaviors
congruent with organizational culture (i.e., P-O fit; Barrick & Zimmerman, 2009).
Biographical inventories have been linked to actual, voluntary turnover (Barrick &
Zimmerman, 2005, 2009), but not in the way suggested by this study. For example, Barrick
and Zimmerman (2005, 2009) used biodata to directly predict P-O fit and turnover
potential by asking applicants whether they knew people within the organization and how
long they had worked in their previous jobs. These questions directly measure behavior
linked to P-O fit and turnover (similarity to others in the organization and pattern of
turnover) rather than measuring an underlying framework theoretically linked to P-O fit
(CM). Thus, previous research has linked biodata with turnover but the approach
underlying this linkage is different from the approach discussed for the current study.
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Researchers contend that background data questions must be generated against a
systematic, substantive framework (Mumford & Stokes, 1992). More specifically, experts
suggest building a biographical inventory on a worker or job-oriented framework
(Mumford et al., 1996, 2012). Meta-analyses and individual studies have linked
biographical inventories to task performance, contextual performance, commitment,
satisfaction, turnover intentions, and turnover (Mumford et al., 2012; Reilly & Chao, 1982;
Schmidt & Hunter, 1998). However, the nature of the research makes it difficult to identify
how the biodata was derived and whether it was based on competency modeling or a direct
measure of theoretically linked criteria. Nonetheless, I believe biodata’s verified potential
to predict underlying traits and their expression makes a strong case for its value in
measuring organizationally valuable characteristics (Mumford et al., 2012). As such, like
dispositions and interests, I suggest there is meaningful support for the potential link
between a CM-based biographical inventory and P-O fit and, consequently, turnover.
Hypothesis 3: P-O fit as measured by biographical inventory scores will negatively
relate to voluntary turnover risk.
Situational Judgment Tests (SJTs)
SJTs present respondents with job-relevant situations and ask them to choose
among a list of possible actions in response. The SJT may ask the individual to select the
“best” response (i.e., action likely to have the most positive effect on important criteria), or
the SJT may ask about the likelihood the respondent would perform a given action
(Whetzel & McDaniel, 2009). In selection, the purpose of an SJT is to understand how
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individuals might respond to various work circumstances (Lievens & Motowidlo, 2016).
Whereas dispositional inventories may identify general tendencies across situations, SJTs
attempt to understand if an applicant’s implicit trait policies (i.e., general understanding of
valuable trait expressions in work settings; Christian et al., 2010) align with the
organization’s view of effective or value-added responses (Whetzel & McDaniel, 2009).
Ideally, organizations will build SJTs around work situations that would actually (or better
yet, frequently) occur in the applicant’s potential role (Mumford et al., 2008). That way,
SJT scores help the organization predict how well an applicant would align with the
organization or add value in the role. Although there is some controversy over which
constructs SJTs measure, most researchers would agree that—at the least—an SJT
indicates how well an applicant can determine valuable responses in a work scenario
(Christian et al., 2010; Lievens & Motowidlo, 2016; Whetzel & McDaniel, 2009)
SJTs are like biographical inventories in that they indirectly measure expression of
target characteristics (Motowidlo et al., 2006). However, SJTs differ from biographical
inventories in that they measure these characteristics by evaluating how an individual
would express in a hypothetical situation, rather than how they did express in a previous
situation. Motowidlo and colleagues (2006) argued that personality traits influence
judgment towards the effectiveness and value of relevant behavioral expressions. For
example, a highly extraverted individual may be more likely to condone or choose
interpersonal communication or social-oriented responses to a given situation. In this, the
respondent’s preference for a hypothetical response likely reflects his/her underlying
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characteristics (i.e., implicit trait policies; Motowidlo et al., 2006; Whetzel & McDaniel,
2009).
How do SJTs connect to P-O fit and turnover? If the applicant is likely to
indicate the option that reflects his/her underlying trait, then an SJT that asks about
organizationally valued situation-response dynamics may be able to measure the
applicant’s likelihood of fitting within the organization (Whetzel & McDaniel, 2009).
Supporting this line of thought, research has validated behavioral tendency SJTs against
underlying characteristics (McDaniel et al., 2007) and used them to predict important work
criteria such as task performance, contextual performance, leadership activities and
potential, teamwork, satisfaction, and commitment (Becker, 2005; Chan, 2006; Motowidlo
et al., 2006; Mumford, Morgeson, Van Iddekinge, & Campion, 2008; Weekley & Ployhart,
2005).
To my knowledge, no studies have linked SJTs to P-O fit, turnover intentions, or
turnover even though researchers have called for this (Ryan & Ployhart, 2013). However,
similar methodologies have been used to link SJTs to traits, competencies, and work
criteria (Whetzel & McDaniel, 2009). SJTs can assess whether individuals are likely to
express their traits in ways aligned with the organization’s values. Therefore, I suggest an
SJT based on a CM within the organizational context will reflect the applicant’s P-O fite
and, consequently, predict employee turnover.
Hypothesis 4: P-O fit as measured by SJT scores will negatively relate to voluntary
turnover risk.
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Structured Interviews
Interviews may serve as a strong measure of P-O fit because interviews allow
applicants to dynamically communicate their competencies, beliefs, values, and needs.
Further, the interview allows interviewers (i.e., organizational members) to evaluate
applicants’ expressed characteristics in terms of congruence with their own characteristics
as well as those of the organization (Adams, Elacqua, & Colarelli, 1994).
In an interview, individuals are asked questions about their previous experiences
(i.e., behavioral interviews) and/or potential responses to situations (i.e., situational
interviews), eliciting competencies designated by the organization (Huffcutt & Culbertson,
2011). In this, interviews may operate on many of the same theoretical underpinnings as
biodata and SJTs. There may be debate about construct validity, but most research would
agree that interviews, at the least, measure how well an applicant can determine
organizationally valuable expression in a given context (Huffcutt, 2011). Theoretically, the
more an interview is structured around specific competencies, the more variance in
interview ratings can be explained by candidates’ characteristics (Levashina et al., 2013).
How do interviews connect to P-O fit and turnover? Interviews can be uniquely
effective measures of P-O fit because they provide explicit and implicit cues of applicant
characteristics (Adkins et al., 1994; Gilford, Ng, & Wilkinson, 1985). In fact, some
researchers argue that interviews measure fit regardless of format, purpose, or questions
asked due to human subconscious sociometric tendencies (Adams et al., 1994).
Sociometric decision making is related to similarity bias, but at the group level (Moreno,
1956). Essentially, individuals evaluate all persons—particularly potential group
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members—in terms of shared characteristics with the social group of which they are
members (Adams et al., 1994). The theory contends that group members who share values,
beliefs, attitudes, and goals will work together more productively and seek the same
outcomes. Relatedly, congruence serves to reduce interpersonal conflict—an activity most
humans strive to avoid. As a result, people naturally evaluate others in terms of congruence
with the group (Adams et al., 1994). Extending this perspective, some researchers have
even argued the primary purpose of interviews within a selection system should be to
assess P-O fit because this purpose leverages natural human tendencies instead of
attempting to override them (Adams, et al., 1994).
Of course, with similarity bias comes some concerns. Two studies have found that
those unconscious tendencies do not necessarily serve the organization (Adkins, Russel, &
Werbel, 1994; Rynes & Gerhart, 1990). Adkins, Russel, and Werbel (1994) found value
congruence between applicant and interviewer predicted the applicant’s interview rating
and interviewer perceptions of P-O fit. Their finding supports the idea that interviewers
naturally evaluate similarity. However, Adkins and colleagues also found that P-O fit did
not predict interviewer ratings of employability. Therefore, it is possible interviewers are
only natural P-O fit evaluators to the extent that they themselves strongly fit with the
organization (Adkins et al., 1994).
Of all assessments explored in this paper, interviews are the most commonly
discussed method in research on selecting for P-O fit and turnover (Arthur et al., 2006).
However, like the other assessments explored in this paper, there are few studies
empirically investigating interviews’ link with P-O fit or turnover (Huffcutt, 2011).
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Huffcutt (2011) conducted an empirical review of the interview construct literature and
called for more research investigating the use of interviews in evaluating characteristics
associated with P-O fit (e.g., competencies, traits, interests, and values). As such, this study
seeks to offer some initial evidence on the value of interviews in predicting turnover.
I suggest a structured interview based on an organizational CM will serve as an
effective measure of congruence between individual and organizational characteristics.
Individuals will express their previous and potential reflections of organizational
characteristics and interviewers will evaluate congruence with the CM’s behavioral
anchors to provide an interview rating. As a proxy measure of P-O fit, I suggest interview
ratings will predict turnover for those who are hired.
Hypothesis 5: P-O fit as measured by interview ratings will negatively relate to voluntary
turnover risk.
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Method
Study Background
The current study tracks a multinational organization’s selection system. The
organization conducted extensive global job analyses, which served as the foundation for a
single organizational competency model. The organization then created a selection system
designed around this competency model. The system includes an online interest inventory,
dispositional inventory, biographical inventory, and SJT as well as an in-person structured
interview. Each assessment was designed to independently measure all constructs detailed
in the competency model. Those applicants who accepted job offers were tracked for
turnover over the course of 48 months at most.
Competency Model Development. A team of Ph.D. industrial and organizational
psychologists, who are not involved in the current study, developed the CM in 2013.
Development proceeded in alignment with the process and rigor recommended in the
Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA et al., 1999). They began
with globally representative job analyses, including interviews, job observations, focus
groups, and employee surveys across job families and global regions. From the data
derived, behavioral task statements were formed along with linked knowledge, skills,
abilities, and other characteristics. These were organized, analyzed, and confirmed in a
follow-up survey.
After this step, tasks and KSAOs were organized into clusters of competencies.
Competencies were included if they were deemed strategically important across the
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organization (in terms of region, role type, and function) in a large confirmatory survey.
Ultimately, a competency model was developed including seven constructs, each with five
to ten specific, underlying competency descriptions to enable selection assessment criteria.
The competency model corresponded to the organization’s management population.
Selection System Development. Another team of Ph.D. industrial and
organizational psychologists (also not involved in the current study) developed selection
systems based on the competency model. The development and validation process aligned
with The Standards (AERA et al., 1999) and The Principles for Validation and Use of
Personnel Selection Procedures (SIOP, 2003) recommendations towards competency
modeling use as well as selection system development and validation.
The selection system includes the five assessments detailed below. During
assessment development, if an existing measure—in assessment literature or off-the-shelf
resources—sufficiently mapped onto the desired competency, the measure or appropriate
item was included. If none were available, the team developed a new measure or item(s).
Regardless, all measures and assessments were validated with a representative
organizational sample. I am unable to list all items within the five assessments because the
assessments are proprietary. I am able to provide publicly available sample items that
represent the remaining questions. Further details on the individual assessments are
outlined below.
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Measures
Interest Inventory. In the interest inventory, applicants rated a series of work
environment descriptions, such as “Working for a company that values tradition over
trends” and “Working for a company that is inclusive of people from diverse
backgrounds.” Applicants indicated how important 20 descriptions were to them at work
on a 3-point scale, in which a rating of 1 indicates “Not important,” 2 indicates “Somewhat
important,” and 3 indicates “Highly important.” Scoring is recoded for each item based on
the how the items were rated by incumbents in the validation process with reviews from
leadership to compare to the competency model. Essentially, if leaders’ and incumbents’
most frequent rating for an item about ‘innovation’ was “somewhat important” to reflect
the competency model, then “somewhat important” was recoded as a 3. The other scale
options were then scored descending in order of frequency. The final composite score was
calculated by taking the sum of all item scores across competencies.
Dispositional Inventory. In the dispositional inventory, applicants filled out a
series of 49 items (seven per construct) that provided a dispositional description, such as “I
sometimes lose interests in tasks I start” and “I apply ideas in one area to another.”
Applicants indicated the extent to which each item characterized them, in which a rating of
1 indicates “Does not describe me at all” and 5 indicates “Very accurately describes me.”
The final composite score was calculated by taking the sum of all item scores across
competencies.
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Biographical Inventory. Biographical inventory items ask applicants to describe
their typical response or frequency of behavior based on a work situation, such as “How
many times in the past year have you taken responsibility for organizing group activities”
and “Which of the following is the most common reason you learned something new?”
Applicants answered a total of 14 items, two per construct. Although the scale responses
are based on the item format, all items were on a five-point scale. For typical response
questions, scales ranged from a response that does not map onto the designated
competency to a response that completely maps on (usually stated specifically in the
model). Typical responses were selected from multiple choices where one answer will map
onto behavioral statements derived from the competency model. Selecting this answer
would be scored as a point for that construct. For frequency questions, scales ranged from
“0 times” to “7 or more times.” These are relative to the timespan indicated in the item
(i.e., past year, month, week, job). These items are scored linearly, where more frequency
indicates more of the construct, with three items being reverse coded to indicate the
opposite of the desired construct. The final composite score was calculated by taking the
sum of all item scores across competencies.
Situational Judgment Test (SJT). In the SJT, applicants responded to seven
hypothetical situations (one per construct) embedded in a work context. The situation was
described in one or two paragraphs, and the applicant was asked “what would you most
likely do” or “which of the following approaches would you take?” Applicants then chose
one of five response options that mapped onto the target construct to varying degrees. For
each situation, one response was deemed the best response (coded as 1), three responses
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were deemed adequate or moderately effective (coded as 0), and one response was deemed
detrimental or ineffective (coded as -1). The final composite score was calculated by taking
the sum of all item scores across competencies.
Structured Interview. The structured interview is the only assessment conducted
in person. Each applicant is interviewed three times by three different trained interviewers.
Each interview asks seven questions, one per construct. Five questions are behavioral,
experience focused and two are situational. Interviewers chose from a bank of 35 questions
(five questions per construct). Interviewers were provided behavioral anchors for each
point along the continuum to standardize the rating process. Each answer was scored on a
five-point scale. Interviewers added their seven questions together to reach their candidate
total score. The final composite score was calculated by taking the average of the three
interviewer scores.
Tenure. Tenure is measured in number of months after hire until turnover date or
current date if the individual is a current employee.
Turnover. Turnover was coded as a dichotomous variable with 0 indicating the
employee still works with the company and 1 indicating the employee turned over.
Cultural Region. Cultural region specifies the employee’s home location. There
are nine cultural regions that were grouped through factor analysis in a previous study that
investigated candidates’ cultural response tendencies on non-cognitive assessments. The
result of this study assigned cultural response style scores for 100+ countries. Those scores
were used to cluster countries into regions. Although the purpose of this previous effort
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was to transform candidates’ assessment responses to make them comparable across
countries/cultural regions, the current study only maintained the variable of cultural region
to investigate and control for differences if needed. Cultural region was recoded into nine
points that represent the regions, where 1 = North Europe, 2 = Central Asia, 3 = Middle
East & North Africa, 4= Latin America, 5 = Western Europe, 6 = Oceana, 7 = Southern
Europe, 8 = Other, and 9 = North America (only U.S. and Canada). For all regression
analyses, cultural region was dummy coded with North Europe as the comparison group.
Job Level. Job level was coded as a dichotomous variable with 0 indicating
“administrative or technical role” and 1 indicating “management role.”
Job Family. Job family specifies the employee’s primary work function. There are
eight job families that indicate not only the work employees currently do, but also the job
for which they were hired. Job family was recoded into eight points, where 1 =
Marketing/Brand, 2 = Finance/Accounting, 3 = Human Resources (HR), 4 = Information
Technology (IT), 5 = Legal, 6 = Manufacturing/Product Supply, 7 = Research and
Development (R&D), and 8 = Sales. For all regression analyses, job family was dummy
coded with Sales as the comparison group.
Gender. Gender was coded as a dichotomous variable with 0 indicating female
and 1 indicating male.
Sample
This study is based on organizational archival data. The data collection followed
3,332 applicants hired in the organization over the course of 48 months across 52
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countries, 9 cultural regions, and 8 job families. Of that number, 2,835 are current
employees and 497 are employees that turned over. Of those who turned over, 357 turned
over voluntarily and the remaining were either terminated or retired. Approximately 52%
are female, 47% are male, and 1% preferred not to answer. Ethnicity was only tracked for
United States residents. Of the 850 that come from the United States, 63% are white, 12%
are Asian Pacific Ancestry, 11% are African American, 9% are Hispanic, 1% are American
Indian/Native American, 2% are two or more races, and 3% preferred not to specify.
Analyses
This study is primarily interested in testing whether composite scores on each of
five assessments predict how long applicants will remain within the organization.
However, the study interval is finite (48 months). To address this, I used survival analysis
as my primary method of analysis. Survival analysis regresses variables (i.e., assessments
scores, controls) against time-to-event (i.e., turnover) when the total study interval is finite.
This characteristic of a finite study interval is important because it means a significant
portion of cases will reach the maximum time without realizing the event (right censored;
Kartsonaki, 2016).
Survival analysis results in a Cox proportional hazard model (Kartsonaki, 2016).
Largely similar to linear regression models, Cox proportional hazard models estimate the
relationship between variables. In our study, those variables will be the assessment scores
(first independently, then together) and the probability of turnover (i.e., turnover risk). The
value of importance is the hazard ratio, which indicates the multiple of increased turnover
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risk for each additional point on an assessment—or if my hypotheses are accurate, the
decreased turnover risk for each one unit increase on a given assessment. Like any
regression analyses, multiple variables may be included to see how each contributes to the
probability (i.e., risk) of the hazard event (turnover), including controlling for the other
variables (e.g., other assessments; Kartsonaki, 2016).
In all, survival analysis allows for the estimation of the relationship between each
assessment and risk of turnover. It can do this effectively even when most cases exceed the
allotted time interval (48 months) on a variable (tenure/turnover). Additionally, survival
analysis allows for the evaluation of the incremental validity of each assessment after
inputting all assessments into the model.
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Results
Initial Analyses
The descriptive statistics, including means, standard deviations, and correlation
coefficients, are displayed in Table 1. The average tenure was 11.8 months for all
employees. The average tenure excluding involuntary turnover was 12.1 months. The
remaining analyses involve only current employees (“stayers”) and employees who exited
the organization voluntarily (“leavers”). There was a significant difference between
average tenure of stayers (M = 12.7, SD = 5.0) and leavers (M = 7.0, SD = 5.81; t(3188) =
19.94, p < .001; d = 1.15).
Control variables. Pearson chi-squared tests revealed significant associations
between cultural region and turnover (χ2(8) = 22.28, p = .004). A Bonferroni comparison of
column proportions highlighted Central Asia with a significantly lower proportion of
turnover (N =53, 6.9%) than expected (N = 85, 11.1%, p < .05) and North America with a
significantly higher proportion of turnover (N = 93, 13.4%) than expected (N = 78, 11.1%,
p < .05). We also found a significant association between job level and turnover (χ2(1) =
35.15, p < .001), which demonstrated 13.1% of administrative and technical roles in the
sample turned over voluntarily whereas only 7.7% of management roles in the sample
turned over voluntarily. We also found a significant association between job family and
turnover (χ2(7) = 94.59, p < .001), highlighting manufacturing with a significantly higher
proportion of turnover (N = 163, 13.9%) than expected (N = 129.8, 11%, p < .05), IT with
a significantly lower proportion of turnover (N = 10, 5.6%) than expected (N = 20, 11.2%,
p < .05), and finance/accounting with a significantly lower proportion of turnover (N = 29,
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8%) than expected (N = 41, 13.9%, p < .05). Table 2 displays crosstab cell count and
percentages for each control variable and turnover. We did not find significant associations
between turnover and gender (χ2(1) = 4.09, n.s.) or ethnicity (χ2(6) = 7.68, n.s.). These
results indicated a need to control for cultural region, job level, and job family in
subsequent analyses.
Assessments. Comparison between group means for stayers (MS = 440.7, SDS =
30.2) versus leavers (ML = 436.1, SDL = 32.3) showed significant differences in total
selection system scores (t(3190) = 2.71, p = .007, d = 0.15). Interest inventory mean scores
were not significantly different between stayers (MS = 50.0, SDS = 10.0) and leavers (ML =
50.2, SDL = 9.7; t(3190) = -.31, n.s., d = -0.02). Dispositional inventory mean scores were
significantly different between stayers (MS = 178.1, SDS = 37.8) and leavers (ML = 161.2,
SDL = 43.2; t(3190) = 7.82, p < .001, d = 0.44). Biographical inventory mean scores were
significantly different between stayers (MS = 56.6, SDS = 3.9) and leavers (ML = 56.0, SDL
= 4.4; t(3190) = 2.43, p = .016, d = 0.15). SJT mean scores were not significantly different
between stayers (MS = 49.9, SDS = 3.67) and leavers (ML = 50.1, SDL = 3.7; t(3191) = 1.04, n.s., d = -0.06). Structured interview scores showed significant differences between
stayers (MS = 23.2, SDS = 2.3) and leavers (ML = 23.6, SDL = 2.5), but in the reverse
direction from what was expected (t(2830) = -2.34, p = .019, d = -0.17).
Hypothesis Testing
To ease interpretation, I standardized assessment predictor scores to create Cox
proportional hazard models (i.e., survival analyses; Cox, 1972). Survival analyses produce
hazard ratios, which indicate the change in turnover probability for each one unit increase
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on a given covariate. Significance will be demonstrated for each hazard ratio through 95%
confidence intervals and Wald t-tests. All models used to test hypotheses included job
family, job level, and cultural region as control variables. We entered these variables as
stable dummy coded covariates into each model described subsequently. Table 3 presents
the hazard ratios (an estimate of turnover probability change for each SD increase on the
covariate) for all control covariates and each individual predictor entered with the control
covariates. Note that Table 3 does not show assessment predictors in the same model
together. Rather, the table shows each individual assessment’s hazard ratio when added to
the model with only the three control variables (models involving multiple assessments
together are presented later).
Although not explicitly a hypothesis, my proposed theoretical framework predicted
that P-O fit total scores on a competency model-based selection system would predict
employee turnover. The organization analyzed in this study selects candidates with such a
system and each candidate is assigned a final non-cognitive P-O fit composite score, which
is essentially the sum of all non-cognitive assessment scores after standardizing.
Controlling for job family, job level, and cultural region, non-cognitive composite scores
significantly predicted turnover hazard (i.e., turnover probability; Exp(β) = .793, 95% CI:
[.709, .887], p < .001). This indicates that turnover risk is reduced by 20.7% for each
standard unit increase in the candidates’ composite non-cognitive scores, holding all else
constant. This finding supports the theoretical foundation proposed in this paper.
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Hypothesis 1 stated that P-O fit as measured by interest inventory scores would
negatively relate to turnover hazard. However, interest scores did not significantly predict
turnover hazard (Exp(β) = .997, CI: [0.893, 1.112]), so Hypothesis 1 was not supported.
Hypothesis 2 stated that P-O fit as measured by dispositional inventory scores
would negatively relate to turnover hazard. Dispositional scores significantly predicted
turnover hazard (Exp(β) = .621, CI: [.540, .715], p < .001). This indicates that turnover risk
is reduced by 37.9% for each standard unit increase in the candidates’ dispositional
inventory score, holding all else constant. This finding supports Hypothesis 2. Figure 1
displays the survival curves for three different levels of dispositional inventory scores (less
than -1 SD, between -1 and 1 SD, and more than 1 SD).
Hypothesis 3 stated that P-O fit as measured by biographical inventory (biodata)
scores would negatively relate to turnover hazard. Biodata scores significantly predicted
turnover hazard (Exp(β) = .824, CI: [.740, .917], p < .001). This indicates that turnover risk
is reduced by 18.6% for each standard unit increase in the candidates’ biodata score,
holding else constant. This finding supports Hypothesis 3.
Hypothesis 4 stated that P-O fit as measured by SJT scores would negatively relate
to turnover hazard. SJT scores significantly predicted turnover hazard (Exp(β) = .746, CI:
[.628, .886], p = .001). This indicates that turnover risk is reduced by 25.4% for each
standard unit increase in the candidates’ SJT score, holding all else constant. This finding
supports Hypothesis 4.
Hypothesis 5 stated that P-O fit as measured by structured interview scores would
negatively relate to turnover hazard. Structured interview scores significantly and
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positively predicted turnover hazard (Exp(β) = 1.251, CI: [1.090, 1.436], p = .001). This
indicates that turnover risk is increased by 25.1% for each standard unit increase in the
candidates’ interview score, holding all else constant. This finding is in the reverse
direction proposed by Hypothesis 5, so Hypothesis 5 was not supported.
Supplementary Analyses
Comparing Assessments. To evaluate the relative predictive capability of each
assessment, I entered the disposition, biodata, and SJT composite scores into a proportional
hazard-rate model together, along with the control covariates. When entered in together,
dispositional scores (Exp(β) = .630, CI: [.548, .724], p < .001) and SJT (Exp(β) = .763, CI:
[.647, .900], p = .001) remained significant but biodata scores became non-significant
(Exp(β) = .933, CI: [.838, 1.040]). Biodata was also non-significant when entered in with
only disposition (Exp(β) = .934, CI: [.839, 1.041]), yet when entered in with only SJT,
biodata was significant (Exp(β) = .855, CI: [.770, .950], p = .004). Therefore, the
dispositional inventory appears to account for a significant portion of the biographical
inventory’s prediction. To estimate the relative value using the dispositional inventory and
SJT together and separately, I developed a series of Cox proportional hazard regression
models using a step-wise evaluation approach for each variable. The resulting best fitting
model included both assessments and two control variables.
Final Model. Table 4 shows the steps to the best fitting Cox hazard regression
model, keeping variables separate. Gender, job family, and biodata scores did not improve
fit, so they were removed. Ultimately, the final model included cultural region, job level,
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the disposition inventory, and SJT (Wald χ2(11) = 116.98, p < .001). The individual
variable and step results are outlined below (see Table 4).
Cultural region was dummy coded all in comparison to the North Europe region.
In the final model, the Central Asia region significantly related to turnover hazard in
comparison (Exp(β) = .331, CI: [.168, .653], p = .001) as well as Latin America (Exp(β) =
.492, CI: [.260, .931], p = .029) and West Europe (Exp(β) = .366, CI: [.197, .680], p =
.001). This corresponds to turnover probability of .33, .49, and .36 times that of North
Europe employees, respectively, holding all else constant.
Job level (administration/technical role vs. management role) showed significant
prediction of turnover probability in all steps. In the final model, the turnover probability
for an administration/technical role is 1.81 times that of a management employee, holding
all else constant (CI: [1.393, 2.340], p < .001).
Disposition scores significantly predicted turnover probability in the final model,
such that turnover probability is reduced by approximately 38% for each standard unit
increase on the dispositional inventory scores, holding all else constant (Exp(β) = .616, CI:
[.538, .705], p < .001).
SJT scores significantly predicted turnover probability in the final model, such that
turnover probability is reduced by approximately 24% for each standard unit increase on
the SJT assessment scores, holding all else constant (Exp(β) = .763, CI: [.646, .900], p <
.001). Adding SJT scores to the model significantly increased the Wald chi-squared
statistic from the previous step (Δ χ2(1) = 10.23, p = .001; Overall Wald χ2(11) = 116.98, p
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< .001). This indicates that both dispositional inventory and SJT scores predict unique
variance in turnover probability.
Combining Dispositional Inventory and SJT Scores. Finally, I created a
composite measure averaging the standardized dispositional inventory and SJT scores to
investigate the practical implication of the above model, which indicates that P-O fit as
measured by the dispositional inventory and SJT are uniquely valuable predictors of
turnover probability. Maintaining cultural region and job level as covariates, the
disposition-SJT composite scores significantly predicted turnover probability, such that for
each standard unit increase in the disposition-SJT composite, turnover risk is reduced
approximately 55% (Exp(β) = .451, CI: [.367, .553], p < .001; Wald χ2(10) = 115.398, p <
.001). P-O fit as measured by this composite, therefore, demonstrates a stronger link to
turnover risk than any other covariate included in this study. Figure 2 displays the survival
curve at five different ranges of disposition-SJT composite scores. This disposition-SJT
model also demonstrated a better fit than the model that included the selection system’s
overall non-cognitive composite, which integrated all five assessments (approximately
21% reduction in employee turnover probability; Exp(β) = .812, CI: [.727, .908]; Wald
χ2(10) = 62.16, p <.001).
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Discussion
This study explored voluntary turnover as a key outcome variable in selection. I
argued that selection research should devote more attention to turnover because it is critical
to organizational strategy, may alleviate adverse impact concerns, and, as previous research
and this study have demonstrated, it is predictable. Towards this end, I presented a
theoretical framework for predicting turnover with a selection system through competency
modeling. More specifically, seminal research has suggested that organizations should
conduct an organizational analysis to build a competency model, then build a selection
system around that competency model. Building on this line of thought, I suggested
selection systems based on a well-founded competency model will predict employee
turnover because such a selection system will then measure P-O fit.
To test my theory and predictions, I examined an archival employee data set
following 3,332 employees hired into a multinational organization over 48 months. Prior to
the collection of these data, a team of organizational psychologists conducted a global
organizational analysis to develop a competency model, upon which they created five
assessments (interest, disposition, biodata, SJT, interview) that make up the non-cognitive
portion of the organization’s selection system. Using survival analyses (i.e., Cox
regression), I evaluated each assessment separately and combined to discover whether a
selection system evaluating P-O fit may predict new hires’ turnover risk, and if so, which
individual assessments are the strongest predictors.
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Practical Implications
Selection Systems. Survival analyses demonstrated that candidates’ non-cognitive
composite scores significantly predicted turnover risk after hire. In fact, turnover risk is
reduced by about 21% for every standard unit increase in the selection system’s noncognitive portion. This finding supports the theory that a competency model-based
selection system may enable organizations to predict and select out candidates likely to
voluntarily turnover. Perhaps this study’s most valuable practical contribution is simply
demonstrating that it is, in fact, possible to identify likely leavers before hiring them (and
incurring their cost). Further, as described throughout this paper, predicting turnover/tenure
with selection may be critical to organizations’ (a) productivity goals such as reducing
costs of frequent/quick turnovers (Zuber, 2001), (b) strategic goals such as hiring longterm employees to sustainably compete in the war for talent (Jackson et al., 2003), and (c)
diversity and legal goals such as maximizing validity without adverse impact (EEOC,
1969). This study is one of the first to describe and empirically support a process for
designing selection systems to measure P-O fit to predict and reduce turnover. HR
practitioners may leverage this study’s guidance and evidence to build a selection system
linked to their organizations’ goals.
Evaluating Assessments. Building and implementing an entirely new selection
system can be costly and may even be impossible for resource-limited organizations. For
this or other reasons, HR practitioners may want to implement a limited number of
assessments—at least at first. To inform these considerations, I evaluated five common
non-cognitive selection assessments and their relationship with turnover probability, both
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individually and relative to each other. This study investigated an interest inventory,
dispositional inventory, biographical inventory (biodata), SJT, and structured interview.
Individual Assessments. Of the five assessments, three showed a significant
negative relationship with probability of turnover: the dispositional inventory (38%
decrease in turnover risk for each standard score increase), the biographical inventory
(18%), and the SJT (25%). Their significance held even after controlling for cultural
region, job level, and job family. Therefore, dispositions, biodata, and SJT all appear to be
valuable fit measures that predict turnover across applicants, job types, and location.
Interest inventory scores in this study did not predict turnover. It is possible that
interests are not effective predictors of turnover or poor measures of P-O fit. However,
meta-analytic evidence (Van Iddekinge et al., 2011) demonstrated that interest inventories
do predict turnover. One contrast may illuminate this difference in findings: the interest
inventory in this study was built on a competency model and scored on a Likert scale like
the other assessments. On the other hand, most inventories in Van Iddekinge and
colleagues’ (2011) study involved Q-sort tasks. This may indicate that Q-sort is a better
methodology for using interest inventories to predict turnover in selection. However, any
concrete conclusions will require further applied research using this method in selection
contexts.
Results demonstrated that structured interview scores positively related to turnover
risk (25% increase for each standard unit increase in interview score). As I hypothesized
the opposite relationship between interview scores and turnover, this result was surprising.
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I speculate on this relationship further in the following section on theoretical implications,
but the practical implication of this finding may be that if an organization uses an interview
to select employees as a majority do, these organizations may be increasing turnover risk.
Organizations using interviews may, at the least, want to evaluate the relationship between
the interview scores of their employees and turnover risk.
Combining Potential Assessments. Next, I statistically compared the dispositional
inventory, biodata inventory, and SJT to determine whether they would be redundant or
add unique value if used together. Cox proportional hazard multiple regressions
demonstrated that disposition scores account for a significant portion of biodata’s
relationship with turnover risk. Put plainly, using both dispositions and biodata to predict
turnover may be redundant or wasteful. Organizations may save resources by
implementing only a dispositional inventory with little to no loss in turnover risk
prediction.
In contrast, the SJT significantly related to turnover risk even while controlling for
dispositions (and biodata). Consequently, the dispositional inventory and the SJT appear to
both add value in predicting turnover. To estimate the relative contribution of each, the
dispositional inventory and SJT were entered separately in a series of models. The best
fitting model demonstrated that dispositional inventory scores accounted for most of the
turnover risk prediction (see Table 4). Additionally, the turnover hazard decrease for each
standard unit increase on the dispositional inventory (38%) was approximately 13% more
than that of the SJT (25%). These results suggest that if HR practitioners wanted to choose
a single assessment to predict turnover risk, a dispositional inventory may be their best bet.
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I also evaluated a model that combined the dispositional inventory and SJT to
make a single P-O fit composite score. Turnover probability was reduced by approximately
55% for each standard unit increase on the disposition-SJT composite. All in all, these
findings suggest organizations would best predict turnover risk by developing and
integrating dispositional inventories and SJTs into their competency model-based selection
systems.
Control Variables. Two control variables, cultural region and job level,
demonstrated significant relationships with turnover probability to varying extents.
Regarding job level, practitioners may be interested (or unsurprised) to see that
administrative and technical roles demonstrated nearly two times the turnover probability
of management roles. This largely aligns with research on the topic (Zuber, 2001).
Nonetheless, it is worth noting that even after controlling for job level as well as cultural
region, the results described above still held. This is important for understanding the
robustness of this competency modeling approach in building selection assessments to
predict turnover. Regardless of the organization’s location or target job type, the
assessments and approach outlined in this study should help identify potential leavers at the
outset.
Research Implications
Theory & Breadth. One goal of this paper is to encourage selection research to
increase focus on voluntary turnover as a key outcome variable. To move towards this end,
I proposed the first theoretical framework to my knowledge that links selection to turnover.
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This framework was grounded in the well-explored research areas of competency modeling
and person-organization fit (Campion et al. 2011). To my knowledge, this is the first study
to empirically demonstrate a significant relationship between P-O fit measured by a
competency model-based selection system and voluntary turnover. Additionally, although
only involving one organization, this study investigates a large and diverse sample,
including (and controlling for) fifty-two countries, eight distinct job families, and both
administrative/technical and management job levels. The breadth of this sample and the
robustness of this study’s theory may be particularly valuable to selection and turnover
research because it is a young area of exploration (Hom et al., 2017). This foundation may
help organizational researchers accelerate our understanding of selection and turnover.
Methodology & Operationalization. Additionally, this study is the first to my
knowledge to apply survival analysis and turnover to include tenure (as opposed to
turnover during a given time period) to evaluate selection predictors. I hope this study
demonstrates the value of a more continuous method of investigating turnover. First, this
method enables researchers to use the more robust statistical capability of regression,
instead of drawing an arbitrary point in time (e.g., six months, one year) and transforming
turnover into a binary variable for mean comparison. For example, mean differences
between stayers and leavers, divided any time within 48 months, yielded overall less
significant results than when using survival analysis, which linked assessments to tenure
and turnover risk in the current study. Second, estimating a hazard ratio for standardized
variables allows researchers to compare turnover probability effect sizes across studies.
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Mean score differences between stayers and leavers (divided at a certain point in time) are
difficult to apply across contexts.
Individual Predictors. In addition to these broad research issues, this study
investigated how well five common assessments predicted turnover risk—both individually
and relative to each other. Although the interest inventory did not yield a significant
relationship, scores on the dispositional inventory, biographical inventory, SJT, and
structured interview all significantly related to turnover risk (albeit interview was in the
opposite direction). Although certain types of interest and biographical inventories have
been explored in previous research, this study is the first to evaluate a dispositional
inventory, SJT, and interview as measures of P-O in predicting turnover. It is also the first
to evaluate all five assessments developed through competency modeling and to compare
them for their relative predictive capability. These findings may provide selection research
new information regarding which P-O fit assessments may be most promising in linking
turnover to selection. I discuss the results and research implications of each assessment in
turn.
Interest inventories have been meta-analytically demonstrated to predict turnover
(Van Iddekinge et al., 2011). Nonetheless, the interest inventory used in this study did not
predict turnover probability. To speculate, one reason for this difference in findings may be
the difference in methodology used. The interest inventory in this study used a competency
modeling approach to develop items rated on a three-point Likert scale. On the other hand,
Van Iddekinge and colleagues’ (2011) study contained mostly interest inventories with a
Q-sort methodology. It is possible that Q-sorting is a more holistic, comprehensive
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approach to matching interests with environments (i.e., P-O fit). Another reason for the
difference may be the type of interest inventory. This study’s inventory asked about broad
preferences for certain work environments, whereas the meta-analysis found the strongest
relationship with turnover occurred with inventories centered around values. It is possible
that creating an inventory of values would serve as a better measure of P-O fit and
therefore better predict turnover. Of course, further research will certainly be needed to
better understand interest inventories in selection and whether different methods of
developing or implementing them might yield more promising results.
The dispositional inventory was strongly supported as a predictor of turnover
probability in this study. In fact, of all five assessments evaluated, dispositional inventory
scores predicted turnover probability most significantly and robustly. In the current sample,
turnover probability was reduced by 38% for each standard unit increase on the
dispositional inventory. This finding fits strongly with the theoretical framework and
research support presented in this paper. For example, Schneider and colleagues’ (2001)
exploration and support for their attraction-selection-attrition and homogeneity hypothesis
operationalized P-O fit as the homogeneity of personality characteristics across employees
(Jackson et al., 1998; Schneider, 1987). Research has used this framework to predict and
support the notion that employees who do not fit (i.e., do not share dispositional
characteristics) with the organization will likely leave. This paper directly applied this
theoretical framework to help researchers and organizations predict and avoid turnover
through measuring P-O fit with a competency model-based dispositional inventory in
selection. If this finding is supported by future research, dispositions (e.g., personality
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inventories) may once again find favor in organizational research that has long debated the
predictive value of these assessments in selection (Morgeson et al., 2007; Ones et al., 2007;
Tett & Christiansen, 2007)—perhaps bringing turnover and tenure into the conversation
will yield new conclusions, particularly if the conversation involves alleviating the
diversity-validity dilemma.
Biographical inventories have been demonstrated to predict turnover in previous
research (Barrick & Zimmerman, 2005, 2009). In this study, a competency-based
biographical inventory P-O fit score was supported as a predictor of turnover, such that
turnover risk was reduced by approximately 18% for each standard unit increase on the
inventory. This generally supports previous research findings, but two additional issues
must be considered: (a) the target constructs underlying the biographical inventory and (b)
predictive redundancy with the dispositional inventory.
First, the biographical inventories evaluated in Barrick and Zimmerman’s (2005,
2007) studies were developed with different target constructs from those in this study.
Barrick and Zimmerman’s biodata focused on previous displays and experience with
turnover behavior (e.g., average length of tenure, questions about previous turnover). Their
inventories essentially measure a general tendency to turnover. In contrast, the inventories
in this study asked about previous experiences with the target competencies from the
organization’s competency model. Therefore, this study’s biodata inventory—like the
dispositional inventory—measures how well a candidate’s characteristics fit with the
organization—only it does so by evaluating previous experience with behaviors reflecting
those characteristics. Put simply, although this study supports previous research showing
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biodata predicts turnover, this is the first study to demonstrate that P-O fit measured by a
biographical inventory predicts turnover. This distinction is important as the two types of
biodata rely on different theoretical underpinning and, as such, may predict turnover for
different reasons.
The second issue concerns statistical redundancy between biodata and dispositions.
This study was uniquely suited to compare assessments because each was based on the
same competency model, which should eliminate some of the extra noise that could create
differences between assessments based on target construct rather than methodology.
Combining disposition scores and biodata into a single model demonstrated that
dispositional P-O fit scores may be a relatively stronger predictor of turnover risk than
biodata. From a theoretical perspective, this could be expected but is nonetheless valuable
new information. This study’s biographical inventory is a measure of P-O fit through
experiences with certain characteristics, whereas the dispositional inventory is a measure of
P-O fit through patterns of expressing those same characteristics. From this, one might
conclude that individuals’ perception of their own dispositional characteristics may be
more influential or better fit measures than their previous behavior (i.e., biodata)—when it
comes to their future turnover behavior. Of course, more research will be needed to more
comprehensively evaluate these two assessments and understand their similarities and
differences in predicting turnover.
The SJT in this study significantly predicted turnover, and, unlike biodata,
continued to do so even after controlling for dispositional P-O fit scores. It would appear
then that the dispositional inventory and SJT have the most potential in future research
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connecting selection assessments with turnover. When combining dispositional inventory
and SJT scores into a single P-O fit composite score, turnover probability was decreased by
55% for each standard unit increase in the composite. The fact that the SJT predicted
unique variance beyond dispositions in turnover probability, whereas biodata did not, may
be of interest. Because the SJT asks about how individuals might respond to work
situations, it is possible that the SJT adds a component of situational trait expression that is
missed by dispositions (i.e., implicit trait policies; Motowidlo & Beier, 2010). Relatedly,
the ASA model indicated two reasons employees populations move towards personality
homogeneity: the first is that those who do not fit simply leave (i.e., attrition), and the
second is that some of those who do not fit adapt their expression to be more like that of
their coworkers (Jackson et al., 1991; Schneider et al., 2001). Perhaps the SJT can cue into
the small portion of that latter group as it scores individuals more favorably if they can
identify the most appropriate expression of characteristics in different contexts (i.e., adapt;
Christian et al., 2010). Of course, this exploration of assessments, particularly in the
context of predicting turnover, falls outside the scope of the current analysis and offers a
promising avenue of study for future research.
The structured interview predicted turnover probability in the opposite direction
from what was hypothesized (i.e., positively). Survival analysis demonstrated that for each
standard unit increase on the interview, turnover probability increased approximately 25%.
This relationship stands as opposite to my prediction as well as the speculation of many
researchers (e.g., Adams et al., 1994, Adkins et al., 1994, Arthur et al., 2006; Rynes &
Gerhart, 1990). It is possible that interview scores reflect the targeted competency model
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but also scores may reflect a more general interview skill. From this, one might speculate
that employees with strong interviewing skills are more likely to be offered other jobs. Of
all the assessments evaluated here, interviews are the most commonly used across
organizations (Levashina et al., 2013). Perhaps many employees solicit or are offered
alternative employment applications, and those who have stronger general interview skill
(and consequently score higher on the interview) are then ultimately offered jobs
disproportionally more often. If true, this may result in more employees with higher
interview scores leaving the company for alternative employment. Although evaluating
why interview scores may positively relate to turnover probability is outside the scope of
this research, I can offer one small exploratory finding: of the employees who scored in the
top 10% of interview scores and voluntarily turned over, 75% specified the reason for
turnover as “career opportunities” or more specifically “received job offer from another
company.” When compared to the overall voluntary turnover population, for which only
43% indicated these two reasons, this somewhat supports speculation that higher scoring
employees are more likely to receive offers from other companies.
One other possible reason concerns how the structured interview is constructed.
Most notably, 70% of the interview involves behavioral questions. This means that most of
the interview, and consequently its score, reflect previous work-related experiences. Some
researchers have proffered that candidates with more work-related experiences may
perform better on behavioral interviews because experienced candidates have more past
options to choose from and leverage to craft high-quality responses (Klehe & Latham,
2005; Hufcutt, 2011). If this could be suggested, then it is also possible that individuals
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who tend to leave organizations more often will accumulate more diverse experiences and
thus be better equipped to respond well to behavioral interview questions. This aligns with
Barrick and Zimmerman’s (2005) supported prediction of turnover tendency for biodata.
Perhaps employees who have a higher general tendency to leave organizations tend to
score higher on behavioral interviews because they have more experiences on which they
can draw. Note, however, that a potential counter-point to this speculation is that the
biographical inventory in this study, which asks about previous experiences with
competencies, negatively predicted turnover, unlike the interview. Thus, the findings
related to the structured interview are intriguing but further and more rigorous research will
be required to explore this surprising dynamic between interview and turnover.
Limitations
This study has several limitations that might be addressed in future research. For
one, P-O fit is a major link in my proposed theoretical framework. However, a direct,
confirmatory measure of P-O fit was not available in the current dataset. Relatedly,
although the selection system studied was based on a competency model, I did not directly
support the competency model as the reason the assessments predicted turnover. Thus, it is
possible that the selection assessments in this study would predict turnover in another
organization or with a different construct framework. That is, I theoretically suggest that as
long as selection assessments measure P-O fit with the hiring organization, the
assessments’ scores should predict tenure. However, it is possible that the . methods or the
specific underlying competencies predict tenure, rather than P-O fit. Future research can
test the generalizability of selecting for P-O fit by using the same methodologies for other
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organizations. Additionally, studies could take assessments built to measure P-O fit in one
selection system to another, characteristically different organization’s selection system. If
the P-O fit assessments predict turnover in the different organization less well than in the
organization they were designed for, this would provide evidence that P-O fit is the critical
underlying variable in predicting tenure with selection.
Relatedly, although this study investigated the relative predictive strength of each
assessment (i.e., comparisons), I did not hypothesize or test why one assessment may
predict more strongly than another. To generalize, future research should leverage theory
and methodology to develop stronger conclusions regarding the relative predictive
capability of different methodologies. I strongly urge future research in this area to more
completely explore and directly measure the role each theoretical component (e.g.,
competency model, P-O fit, job attitudes) plays in the link between selection assessments
and turnover.
In addition, although I investigated five common selection measures, there are
many more measures that future research might evaluate in the prediction of turnover, such
as cognitive measures, adaptability assessments, integrity inventories, cultural assessments,
work samples, and assessment centers to name a few. I propose that organizing any of
these around a competency model should help embed P-O fit into the selection system and
consequently predict turnover. As explored throughout the previous discussion, different
assessments may provide different predictive angles at P-O fit or turnover behavior. Future
research with new assessments will help provide a more holistic understanding of selection
and turnover while testing the robustness of this study’s theoretical framework.
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Relatedly, all measures in this study were based on a competency model.
Competency modeling can be a time-consuming and resource-intensive approach.
Research could help organizations save resources by exploring other, less costly methods
of linking measures to P-O fit. For example, Q-sort tasks have been used to link interest
inventories to turnover (Van Iddekinge et al., 2011). Competency modeling is also
generally a less scientifically rigorous approach than job analysis (Sanchez & Levin,
2009). Research might investigate ways of linking assessments to P-O fit with job analysis,
team analysis, or even embeddedness measures. Also, the P-O fit-based framework
proposed in this study is only a theoretical starting place. Research may also explore
completely new means of linking assessments to turnover. For example, Barrick and
Zimmerman (2005) used biographical inventories designed to assess applicants’ general
tendency to leave organizations, which related to turnover.
Another limitation of this study concerns its generalizability. Although this sample
crosses types and levels of jobs, regions, and other demographic characteristics, all data
come from existing or past employees within a single consumer goods organization. The
theoretical framework described in this study may apply across organizations, yet, to date,
this has not been tested. For example, does this approach and the assessments still predict
turnover in a service organization? Will the assessments predict turnover in a high-turnover
industry or organization? Future research and application will be required to answer these
questions.
In addition to the dataset being from only one organization, it also comes from
only employees selected into that organization. This brings in direct and indirect range
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restriction issues. For example, it is possible that these selection assessments only link to
turnover for a population of candidates who could pass the rather rigorous selection system
studied here. Relatedly, there are other factors that determine whether candidates could join
the organization and become part of this sample, including cognitive selection assessments
and location logistics. Although the nature of the organization-specific competency
modeling approach makes this challenging, future research should attempt to discover
ways to expand this research to samples with less restricted assessment scores.
Finally, in additional analyses, culture clusters and job levels demonstrated
significantly different turnover hazard curves. Although I controlled for these variables in
all analyses, investigating them further to understand their differences or whether they
moderated important relationships fell outside the scope of this study. Do different cultures
or job levels exhibit different relationships between selection assessments and voluntary
turnover? Does the proposed theoretical underpinning apply similarly across cultures and
job levels? Future research in these areas may help us understand the generalizability of the
current findings.
Conclusions
In all, this study proposed that organizations can use competency modeling with
selection to predict candidates’ risk of voluntary turnover. Survival analyses showed better
scores on a competency model-based selection system related to lower turnover risk.
Within the selection system, the dispositional inventory and SJT appear to be uniquely
strong predictors of reduced turnover risk. Although further research is needed to address
many remaining uncertainties (e.g., theory elements, generalizability, interview
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relationships), this study lays out a foundation for science and practice to understand how
organizations can design selection systems to predict and reduce turnover.
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Appendix
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics
Variable

M

SD

1

2

1. Tenure

12.1

5.4

(-)

2. Interest

50.0

10.0

.00

3.
Disposition

176.2

38.8

.05**

4. Biodata

56.5

4.0

.01

.01

5. SJT

49.9

3.7

-.01

-.03

3

4

5

(.55)
.14**
*

(.61)
.22**
*

(-)

.04

.15**

(-)

*

6. Interview

23.2

2.3

-.03

.04*

.06**

.01

.03

Note: N = 3332. Reliabilities are reported along the diagonal. *p <.05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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Table 2: Covariate Subgroup Comparisons Between Stayers and Leavers
Control Variables

Stayers

Leavers

Total

Geographic Region

2825 (85%)

356 (15%)

3181

75 (84%)

13 (15%)

88

North Europe

*

768

Central Asia

715 (89%)

Middle East/N. Africa

309 (83%)

47 (13%)

356

Latin America

534 (85%)

73 (12%)

607

Western Europe

138 (86%)

21 (13%)

159

Oceana

98 (93%)*

8 (8%)*

106

Other

13 (81%)

3 (19%)

16

South Asia

341 (85%)

North America
Job Level

602 (81%)

53 (7%)

*

45 (12%)
*

93 (13%)

386
*

695

2835 (89%)

357 (11%)

3192

Admin. & Technical

1053 (79%)*

277 (21%)*

1241

Management

1782 (89%)*

220 (11%)*

1951

2835 (89%)

357 (11%)

3192

274 (92%)

25 (8%)

299

Job Family
Marketing/Brand
Finance & Accounting

333 (92%)

HR

0 (0%)

*

29 (8%)

*

9 (100%)
*

9

IT

172 (95%)

Legal

10 (91%)

1 (9%)

11

Manufacturing

1011 (86%)*

163 (14%)*

1174

R&D

290 (90%)

32 (10%)

322

Sales

742 (90%)

83 (10%)

825

Note. N = 3332. *p < .05

10 (5%)

*

362
182
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Table 3: Survival Analysis Predicting Turnover Hazard 0-48 Months After Hire

Type
Controls

Assessments
(incl. controls)

Covariate

Hazard Ratio

95% CI
LB
UB

Job Levela
Job Familyb

2.0**

1.58

2.52

1. Marketing
2. Finance/Accounting
3. HR
4. IT
5. Legal
6. Manufacturing
7. R&D
Cultural Regionc
1. C. Asia
2. Middle East/N. Africa
3. Latin America
4. W. Europe
5. Oceana
6. S. Asia
7. Other

.84
.48*
1.01
.60
.70
1.12
.61

.54
.30
.88
.31
.10
.84
.39

1.33
.76
1.09
1.18
5.02
1.48
1.00

8. North America

.36*
.54
.62
.84
.54
1.03
.76
.81

.20
.29
.34
.42
.22
.29
.41
.45

.67
1.02
1.14
1.69
1.30
3.56
1.43
1.46

Interest Inventory

1.00

.89

1.11

**

.54

.72

**

.74
.63
1.09
.71

.92
.89
1.44
.89

Dispositional Inventory
Biographical Inventory
Situational Judgement Test
Structured Interview
Non-cognitive Composite

.62

.82
.75*
1.25*
.79**

Note. N = 3332. *p < .01, **p < .001.
Assessments reflect statistical models including control covariates, not including other
assessments.
a
Job Level: 0 = Management, 1 = Administrator/Technician
b
Job Family: Dummy comparison group is Sales
c
Cultural Region: Dummy comparison group is North Europe
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Figure 1: Cox Regression Proportional Hazard Model – Dispositional Inventory

Personality
Score
> 1 SD
-1-1 SD
< -1 SD
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Table 4: Final Cox Regression Proportional Hazard Model - Stepwise
Step 1
(region, job level)
Covariate

Hazard
Ratio

CI

Step 2
(disposition)
Hazard
Ratio

CI

Hazard
Ratio

Cultural Regiona
1. C. Asia
2. Middle East
3. Latin America
4. W. Europe
5. Oceana
6. S. Asia
7. Other
8. North
America
Job Levelb

.37**
.62
.60
.89
.51
1.03
.67
.78

.20, .69
.34, 1.16
.33, 1. 10
.45, 1.78
.21, 1.23
.29, 3.63
.36, 1.25
.44, 1.40

.51*
.63
.46**
.80
.44
.75
.61
1.11

.28, .95
.34, 1.17
.25, .83
.40, 1.61
.18, 1.06
.21, 2.66
.33, 1.13
.61, 2.00

1.77**

1.42, 2.20

1.45**

1.16,
1.81

1.81***

.61***

.53, .70

.62***

Disposition

.76**

SJT
-2 Log
Likelihood
Overall Wald χ2
test
Change from
prev. step

.33**
.49*
.37**
.79
.43
.60
.58
.90

5349.79
49.37***
49.37***

5300.6
2
96.01*

5290.40

**

116.98***

49.17**

10.23*

*

*

Note. N = 3332. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001
a
Cultural Region: Dummy comparison group is North Europe
b
Job Level: 0 = Management, 1 = Administrator/Technician
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Figure 2: Cox Regression Proportional Hazard Model – Disposition & SJT
Combined Score Survival Curve

Personality SJT
Combined
> 1 SD
.5 – 1 SD
-.5 – .5 SD
-1 – -.5 SD
< -1 SD

